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Abstract

The absorption, conversion and transport of electronic energy in molecular aggregates is at

the heart of many important natural and artificial photochemical systems, including organic

solar cell materials, photosynthetic light-harvesting complexes and DNA oligomers. The

photochemical function of these systems is built on the interactions between their aggregated

chromophores, which determine the dynamic evolution of their photoexcited states. In this

thesis, DNA oligomers are investigated as multi-chromophoric model systems, where the

coupling of individual nucleobases is key to their photoprotection mechanism against high-

energy ultraviolet (UV) radiation. In this respect, the pairing and stacking interactions of the

nucleobases enable the formation of exciton states with charge transfer character, which gov-

ern the photochemical dynamics in DNA. In this thesis, the electronic and structural dynamics

of adenine single strands are studied with broadband, polarization-controlled transient ab-

sorption spectroscopy in the deep-UV. This spectral region gives direct access to the excited

state dynamics encoded in the UV-transitions of the nucleobases and by comparing different

base-sequences, strand-lengths, solvent environments, and photoexcitation conditions, the

role of the base-stacking interaction in energy and charge transfer processes in DNA systems

is investigated.

By comparing adenosine homopolymers of different strand lengths, it is found that the initially

formed charge-transfer (CT) exciton spans two stacked bases, whereas the maximum charge

separation sensitively depends on the structural arrangement and solvation shell of the stack.

Importantly, these aspects also determine the lifetime of the excitons: in dimers with large

inter-base distances, charge recombination dynamics are a factor of two slower than in closely

packed oligomers with 20 bases. Through transient absorption anisotropy experiments in

deuterated buffer solutions, an intra-strand proton transfer is identified as the main quenching

process governing the CT exciton lifetime and its structural relaxation to a minimum-energy

configuration on the 10ps scale is observed.

2-aminopurine (2AP) is used as a sensitive local structural probe as its strong fluorescence

is quenched via stacking. By integrating 2AP in adenine strands charge and energy transfer

processes are studied. Varying the base sequence reveals that two coupled 2AP bases play

an important role in the excited state dynamics. By comparing the dynamics after direct

excitation of 2AP and indirect excitation via adenine bases, the fast energy transfer from
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adenine to 2AP is observed. A charge transfer state, responsible for the quenching of 2AP’s

strong emission, is detected.

Keywords: DNA dynamics, electronic and structural dynamics, adenine, 2-amino purine,

charge transfer state, proton transfer, charge recombination, energy transfer, transient absorp-

tion spectroscopy, anisotropy, time-resolved spectroscopy



Kurzzusammenfassung

Die Absorption, Umwandlung und der Transport von elektronischer Energie in molekularen

Aggregaten ist das Herzstück vieler wichtiger natürlicher und künstlicher photochemischer

Systeme, einschließlich organischer Solarzellenmaterialien, photosynthetischer Lichtsammel-

komplexe und DNA-Oligomeren. Die photochemische Funktion dieser Systeme beruht auf den

Wechselwirkungen zwischen ihren aggregierten Chromophoren, die die dynamische Entwick-

lung ihrer photoangeregten Zustände bestimmen. In dieser Arbeit werden DNA-Oligomere

als multichromophore Modellsysteme untersucht, bei denen die Kopplung der einzelnen

Nukleobasen der Schlüssel zu ihrem Photoprotektionsmechanismus gegen hochenergetische

ultraviolette (UV) Strahlung ist. Dabei ermöglichen die Paarungs- und Stapelungswechselwir-

kungen der Nukleobasen die Bildung von Exzitonenzuständen mit Ladungstransfercharakter,

die die photochemische Dynamik in der DNA steuern. In dieser Arbeit wird die elektronische

und strukturelle Dynamik von Adenin-Einzelsträngen mit breitbandiger, polarisationsauf-

gelöster transienter Absorptionsspektroskopie im tiefen-UV untersucht. Dieser Spektralbe-

reich ermöglicht einen direkten Zugang zur Dynamik der angeregten Zustände, die in den

UV-Übergängen der Nukleobasen kodiert sind. Durch den Vergleich verschiedener Basense-

quenzen, Stranglängen, Lösungsmittelumgebungen und Photoanregungsbedingungen wird

die Rolle der Base-Stacking-Wechselwirkung bei Energie- und Ladungstransferprozessen in

DNA-Systemen untersucht.

Durch den Vergleich von Adenosin-Homopolymeren verschiedener Stranglängen wird fest-

gestellt, dass das anfänglich gebildete Ladungstransfer (CT)-Exziton zwei gestapelte Basen

überspannt, während die maximale Ladungstrennung empfindlich von der strukturellen An-

ordnung und der Lösungsmittelhülle des Stapels abhängt. Wichtig ist, dass diese Aspekte

auch die Lebensdauer der Exzitonen bestimmen: In Dimeren mit großen Basenabständen ist

die Ladungsrekombinationsdynamik um den Faktor zwei langsamer als in dicht gepackten

Oligomeren mit 20 Basen. Durch transiente Absorptionsanisotropie-Experimente in deuterier-

ten Pufferlösungen wird ein Intra-Strang-Protonentransfer als Hauptrekombinationsprozess

identifiziert, der die CT-Exzitonen-Lebensdauer bestimmt, und seine strukturelle Relaxation

zu einer Minimum-Energie-Konfiguration auf der 10ps-Skala beobachtet.

2-Aminopurin (2AP) wird als empfindliche lokale Struktursonde verwendet, da seine starke

Fluoreszenz durch Stapelung gelöscht wird. Durch den Einbau von 2AP in Adeninstränge
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werden Ladungs- und Energietransferprozesse untersucht. Die Variation der Basensequenz

zeigt, dass zwei gekoppelte 2AP-Basen eine wichtige Rolle in der Dynamik des angeregten

Zustands spielen. Durch den Vergleich der Dynamik nach direkter Anregung von 2AP und

indirekter Anregung über Adeninbasen wird der schnelle Energietransfer von Adenin zu

2AP beobachtet. Ein Ladungstransferzustand, der für die Fluoreszenzlöschung der starken

Emission von 2AP verantwortlich ist, wird nachgewiesen.

Stichwörter: DNS Dynamik, elektronische und strukturelle Dynamik, Adenin, 2-Amino Purin,

Ladungstransferzustand, Protonentransfer, Ladungsrekombination, Energietransfer, Transien-

te Absorptionsspektroskopie, Anisotropie, Zeitaufgelöste Spektroskopie
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1 Introduction

Multichromophoric systems are systems consisting of several chromophores interacting via

fundamental interactions [1]. Those interactions tune the properties of the whole molecule.

Therefore, studying the impact of inter-chromophoric interactions on multichromophoric

systems is paramount to understand how they modify their properties. Model systems are

the ideal playground for answering those questions. One example of such model systems

is perylene bisimide aggregates (PBI) [2]. DNA with its covalently linked nucleobases is a

multichromophoric system as well. Its properties are governed by the fundamental pho-

tophysics of each nucleobase, as well as by intrastrand base stacking and interstrand base

pairing. Furthermore, the solvent environment as well as salt concentrations can change the

ordering of the energy levels and therefore change how the molecule works fundamentally [3]

[4]. There is also an inherent interest in DNA photophysics as DNA photostability is essential

for life. Regardless of its strong absorption cross section with high energy photons, DNA is

surprisingly photostable and the quantum yield of harmful photoproducts is low [5] [6].

Static methods are powerful tools to unravel fundamental photochemical questions but

only deliver a time averaged picture of the involved photophysics. As the fastest dynamics

that govern the properties of molecules take place on the femtosecond and picosecond

timescale, scientists need to use tools that can resolve dynamical processes [7]. The advent of

ultrafast technology enables the development of ultrafast analogues like transient absorption

spectroscopy for static absorption or time resolved fluorescence. An ultrafast process in a

molecule can be triggered by a short laser pulse and probed by a second one after a defined

waiting time. With these techniques, we obtain access to the full temporal evolution of the

species involved in photophyiscal dynamics.

These tools are used to study and understand the dynamics in multichromophoric systems.

The dynamics in DNA are fascinating but as they are governed by multiple factors and different

chromophores they are very complex. Adenine is therefore chosen in a controlled environment

as a model system to study the impact of base stacking on the photophysics. Dipolar coupling

of stacked bases causes excitons with a charge transfer character which leads to fundamentally

different excited state dynamics [8]. The origin and dynamics of these charge transfer excitons
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Chapter 1 Introduction

are studied in this thesis. The electronic energy landscape is strongly coupled to the molecule’s

nuclear degrees of freedom. Thus, the promotion to an electronically excited state and its

electronic dynamics couple to the nuclear degrees of freedom, which drive local changes in

the conformation of the molecule. Functional structural dynamics are a common feature

of biological systems [9]. In order to investigate both electronic population dynamics as

well as structural dynamics, broadband transient absorption anisotropy spectroscopy in the

deep-UV is used. By having access to a supercontinuum in the deep-UV [10] [11] one can

observe the bleached ground state transitions as well as the characteristic charge transfer

excited state species simultaneously. Time resolved measurements are complemented with

static characterisation to have a complete picture. Using the same methods, model strands

consisting of adenine and 2-aminopurine, a fluorescent base analogue of adenine used as a

local biological structural probe, are investigated. Energy transfer as well as charge transfer

are studied in this model system.

In this thesis, first the general photophysical concepts are explained and a literature review

on excited state dynamics in adenosine single strands is given. A brief overview of the experi-

mental methods is followed by the presentation and interpretation of the measurements on

adenine single strands.

After this introduction, chapter 2 starts by explaining the photophysical concepts of multi-

chromophoric systems. The forces and interactions, which are decisive for their properties,

are introduced and pathways for excited state deactivation are explained, including energy

and charge transfer. After an introduction to the concept of molecular excitons and exciplexes,

the photochemistry of DNA is presented. Photodamage and -repair mechanisms in DNA are

explained and a literature review on the electronic states, as well as the excited state dynamics,

of adenosine single strands is given.

Chapter 3 briefly reviews the experimental and analysis methods used in the thesis. A brief

introduction on the static characterisation methods is followed by a presentation of the deep-

UV transient absorption anisotropy setup used for the time resolved measurements. The

experimental procedures as well as the data treatment are shown.

In chapter 4, the main sample system investigated in this thesis, monomer dimer and 20-mer

of adenosine monophosphate in physiological buffer solution, are introduced. A transient

absorption (TA) study where adenosine is excited at its main absorption is presented. First,

it is identified that in a strand, unlike in a dimer, due to the stronger dipolar coupling an

exciton spanning over two bases is excited. A transiently formed charge transfer (CT) state is

identified, which has full CT character in the 20-mer and only partial CT character in the dimer.

The charge recombination in the dimer is approximately a factor of two slower. As Earth’s

atmosphere blocks UV radiation at adenosine absorption peak, the results of the previous

TA study are compared with a second TA study where a multimer exclusive absorption tail

overlaps with the terrestrial absorption spectrum. It is found that this excitation directly

populates a CT state with partial CT character.

2



Introduction Chapter 1

By changing the solvent from water to heavy water in chapter 5, a proton transfer is identified

to play a key role in the charge recombination process. TA anisotropy is used to identify the

time scale of the structural relaxation of the CT state.

In chapter 6 the tools presented in chapter 3 and 4 are applied to model systems containing

2-amino purine (2AP). Static as well as time resolved measurements show the energy transfer

from adenosine to 2AP bases. A direct excitation of 2AP bases leads to the same excited states

which were populated in the other experiment by energy transfer. The bright excited state is

quenched by neighbouring adenosine bases and a charge transfer state is identified.

Chapter 7 sums up the main results of the thesis and gives an outlook for further studies

following the results of the thesis.
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2 Background

In this chapter the photophysical concepts are explained, which are necessary to understand

the findings of this thesis. The photochemistry of multichromophoric systems with an empha-

sis on energy and electron transfer processes are described. Afterwards the photochemical

processes in DNA systems are explained. In this respect, I will focus on single-stranded

adenosine and 2-aminopurine systems.

2.1 Photochemistry of multichromophoric systems

2.1.1 Multichromophoric systems

A chromophore is the part of a molecule where an electronic transition is localized that leads

to a specific absorption signature [12]. In this context, the absorption of a chromophore is

typically assumed to be mostly independent of the remaining molecule. However, molecular

systems that contain several chromophores often display additional photochemical dynamics

that are not observed for the individual chromophores. Instead, they are caused by the

interactions between them within the molecule. The identification and investigation of these

inter-chromophoric couplings and the resulting photochemical dynamics is the primary aim

of this thesis.

Supramolecules versus large molecules A supramolecule is typically defined as an aggre-

gate of molecular entities that only interact weakly [1], whereas a large molecule is a system

where the individual sub-units interact strongly. In the context of this thesis, the degree

of interaction can be determined in the view of the response to a photochemical excita-

tion of the multichromophoric system, which is illustrated schematically in figure 2.1 for a

two-component system. If an external stimulus (the absorption of a photon) leads to an exci-

tation or charge separation localized on individual chromophores, we define the system as a

supramolecule. If the same event leads to an excitation delocalized over the whole compound,

the interaction between component A and B cannot be considered weak anymore and the

5



Chapter 2 Background

Figure 2.1: Illustration showing the behaviour of a multichromophoric system consisting of
two units A and B following a photoexcitation. If the system behaves as a supramolecular
species (left) the excitation is either localized on A or B or a charge is transfered between the
two chromophores. If the system behaves as a large molecule, the excitation is delocalized
over the whole system. Reprinted from [1] with permission from John Wiley and Sons.

system is regarded as a "large" molecule. Most multichromophoric systems are between these

two limiting cases.

It should be noted that the definitions given above are convenient when investigating the inter-

actions of subunits following photoexcitation. However, it should be noted that supramolecu-

lar chemistry is also a dedicated area of chemistry that studies molecular entities consisting of

multiple molecules that are held together via non-covalent weak bonds. Typical supramolecu-

lar aggregates are the double helix of DNA or an enzyme with its substrate [13],[14]. However,

this historical definition is not convenient in our context: One can find several examples of

systems which have a similar structure and show qualitatively the same photophysics despite

some of them being hold together by weak intermolecular forces and others by covalent bonds

[15]. Therefore, defining a supramolecule based on its photophysical properties rather than

by its type of bonding seems to be more convenient in the context of this thesis.

Forces and interactions In this section the most important interchromophoric forces rele-

vant in DNA systems are introduced. Further information can be found in "Physical chemistry"

by Atkins et al. [16]. In multichromophoric systems we can generally distinguish inter- and

intramolecular interactions. An interaction or force is intermolecular when the force acts

between different molecules. Intramolecular forces on the other hand act between the atoms

of an individual molecule. The most important intermolecular forces that govern the coupling

of nucleobases in DNA systems are hydrogen bonds, dipole interactions, van-der-Waals forces

and π-stacking.

Hydrogen bonds are an attractive force between a polar bound hydrogen atom in one molecule

and an unbound electron pair of an atom in a nearby electronegative molecule. This interac-

tion is typically weaker than a covalent bond but gives structure to proteins and is responsible

for the high boiling point of water. In DNA systems, base pairs are connected and recognized

via hydrogen-bonds, forming a double stranded helix [16].
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Background Chapter 2

The dipolar interaction between two polar molecules is

V =
µ1µ2(1−3cos2(θ))

4πε0r 3 . (2.1)

µ1 and µ2 is the dipole moment of the molecule, θ the angle and r the distance between

the two. ε0 is the permeability of vacuum. The dipolar interaction is important in DNA to

understand the Förster energy transfer, molecular Excitons and the van der Waals interaction.

The van der Waals interaction is an attractive interaction between two molecules with com-

plete shells and scales as 1/r 6, where r is the intermolecular distance. The van der Waals

interaction contains three fundamental contributions, the Keesom interaction, Debye force

and the London interaction. These are explained as follows [16]:

The Keesom interaction refers to the electrostatic interaction of two permanent dipoles. It

thus describes the attractive force between two polar molecules and depends on their charge

distributions, distance and mutual orientation.

The Debye force is the attractive interaction between a polar molecule with a permanent

dipole and one which is polarizable. The permanent dipole of the former polarizes the latter

one. The strength of the interaction thus depends on the magnitude of the permanent dipole

moment and the polarizability of the second molecule.

The third attractive interaction is called dispersion or London interaction and acts between

non-polarizable molecules. This becomes apparent when several non-polarizable molecules

are in liquid phase at low temperatures proving that there is an attractive interaction as they

would otherwise be in the gas phase. The electron density of any molecule is fluctuating, which

leads to a small fluctuating polarization. The first polarization now induces a polarization in

close molecules. This leads to an interaction and as a result to a lowering of the overall energy.

Therefore the fluctuations are not random anymore but correlated. As mentioned before all

three parts of the van der Waals interaction scale with 1/r 6. For a derivation and an explicit

description of the terms the reader can refer to [16].

In DNA strands bases have the tendency to arrange cofacially [17]. This behaviour is observed

in aromatic systems containing π-electron systems and is often summarized as π-stacking.

However recent reviews point out that there is no interaction specific for π-electron systems

[18] [19]. Instead, reasons for aromatic systems to arrange cofacially are the van der Waals

forces and the hydrophobic interactions between them. The hydrophobic interaction is briefly

explained hereafter: When a non-polar molecule is placed in a polar solvent the solute is

surrounded by a solvent cage [16]. The solvent molecules form hydrogen bounds, which is an

exothermic process. Due to the structure of the solvent cage the possible configurations of

solvent molecules are diminished and the entropy decreases. When several solutes share one

solvent cage, the net entropy increases as the number of cage configurations rises. Therefore

it is favorable for hydrophobic solutes to cluster and the process happens spontaneously.
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2.1.2 Excited state deactivation of multichromophoric systems

Fermi’s golden rule The transition rate Γi→ f , caused by an external perturbation, from one

inital eigenstate |i 〉 of a quantum system to a continuum of eigenstates | f 〉, is described by

Fermi’s golden rule. The rate is dependent on the coupling between a single state and a

continuum of states, which is described via a density function ρ. Here H ′ is the Hamiltonian

of the perturbation. In the case of light-matter interaction H ′ will describe the perturbation

of the matter by incident photons. A time-dependent perturbation H ′(t) will result in a

time-dependent rate Γi→ f (t ) [20].

Γi→ f =
2π

~
|〈 f |H ′|i 〉|2ρ(E f ) (2.2)

Intramolecular relaxation pathways Before proceeding to the excited states of multichro-

mophoric systems, isolated chromophores are discussed. The following section, based on

the textbook "Wardle - Principles and Applications of Photochemistry" [21], presents the

intramolecular relaxation pathways of their excited states. Photoexcited states are classified

depending on their spin multiplicity S = 2s +1, where s corresponds to the sum of unpaired

electron spins. States where all spins are paired have a multiplicity of S = 1 and are called

singlet states, whereas triplet states have two unpaired electron spins resulting in S = 3. The

excited singlet and triplet states are each numbered with increasing numbers depending on

the energy ordering of the states.

In a photoexcited state, an isolated molecule in solution can either decay via photophysical

processes back to the ground state or may undergo a chemical reaction into another chemical

species, whereby the original ground state will not be recovered.

Photophysical processes can be conveniently illustrated in Jablonski diagrams (see figure 2.2

for a simple example). Singlet (S0 and S1 and S2) and the triplet (T1) states are shown with

their corresponding vibrational levels and possible photophysical decay paths. Intramolec-

ular decay processes can then be divided into radiative and radiationless mechanisms. In

figure 2.2 the bold down-pointing arrows are illustrating the radiative processes. Radiative

relaxation is called fluorescence when the spin multiplicity remains unchanged and it is called

phosphorescence when the multiplicity changes during the relaxation. Consequently, phos-

phorescence decays generally have smaller rates and are less bright compared to fluorescence.

Internal conversion (IC) is a radiationless process where two states with the same multiplicity

and the same energy are converted into each other. One example is the transformation of

an electronically excited state (S1(v=0) whereby v is the vibrational level) into an electronic

ground state with high vibrational excitation (S0(v>0)). This is visualized in figure 2.2 on

the left. The radiationless conversion of two isoenergetic states with changing multiplicity

(eg. S1 → T1) is called intersystem crossing (ISC in figure 2.2). For an isolated molecule in

solution, the only available intermolecular relaxation mechanism is vibrational relaxation

8
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Figure 2.2: Jablonski diagram illustrating excitation and possible recovery paths. A molecule is
excited, by absorbing a photon from the ground state (S0) to an excited state. A vibrationally
excited state can relax via vibrational relaxation (VR), undergo internal conversion (IC) into a
different state with the same spin multiplicity or undergo intersystem crossing (ISC) into a
state with different spin. Radiative transitions are fluorescence or phosphorescence. Reprinted
and modified from [22].

(VR). During vibrational relaxation a vibrationally excited molecule transfers its excess energy

to solvent molecules. The vibrational energy transfer takes place via collisions with the solvent

molecules.

As is apparent from the Jablonski diagram, several relaxation mechanisms may act on an

individual excited state. In this situation, faster mechanisms usually dominate over slower

mechanisms. Internal conversion between two excited states happens typically faster (∼
10−14 −10−11 s) than between S1 and S0 (∼ 10−9 −10−7 s). The reason being, that the energy

spacing between two higher excited states is usually smaller than between the first exited and

the ground state. Therefore the lowest excited state will rapidly be populated and fluorescence

is for example mainly observed from the lowest excited state even if a higher excited state

was originally populated. This finding is known as Kasha’s rule [23]. VR can be observed in

figure 2.2 after excitation, internal conversion and intersystem crossing. Relaxation processes

can be assigned a rate k. The lifetime 1τ of the first excited state S1 is the inverse of the sum

of the rates of its relaxation mechanisms: fluorescence (k f ), internal conversion (kIC ) and

intersystem crossing (kI SC ). the radiative lifetime 1τ f is the inverse of kf. Therefore the lifetime

of the first excited state and its radiative lifetime will be identical in case of vanishing internal

conversion and intersystem crossing. The quantum yieldφ describes the fraction of molecules

which decay via a given process. Therefore, the quantum yield of a given process is the ratio of

the rate of the given process to the overall decay rate. As a function of lifetimes and for the

specific case of fluorescence this leads to:

φ f =
1τ

1τ f
(2.3)
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2.1.3 Excitation energy transfer

In multichromophoric systems, excited states initially localized on an individual chromophore

may be quenched via interchromophoric decay channels. Among those are energy and

electron transfer processes, which are presented in this and the following section, respectively.

For DNA systems, excited state deactivation may also proceed via photochemical pathways.

The most relevant in the context of this thesis are described in section 2.2.2.

In excitation energy transfer the excitation of an initially excited molecule or chromophore

A, is transferred to another chromophore B. We call A the donor and B the acceptor, which

is photosensitzed by A. In total there are three different mechanisms of energy transfer to

which I will refer hereafter [21]. The first is radiative energy transfer, in which one photon is

emitted by A and absorbed by B. This transfer is called the trivial mechanism. As photons can

travel far, a long distance energy transfer is possible via this channel. Additionally there are

two nonradiative transfers. The Förster energy transfer works via a Coulombic mechanism,

whereas the Dexter energy transfer proceeds via an electron exchange mechanism. Both

mechanisms have the common pre-requisite that the emission spectrum of A has to overlap

with the absorption spectrum of B.

Generally, non-radiative energy transfers can either be coherent or incoherent. If the transfer

rate is faster than the reorganization of the solvent shell and the vibrational relaxation rate, a

back transfer is possible. The energy is delocalized over the whole molecule and it is coherent.

In case the relaxation processes are faster, the transfer can only work in one direction, the

energy is localized and the transfer is incoherent. The energy transfer rate can be obtained

from Fermi’s golden rule (see formula 2.2) whereby Vi f is the coupling between the donor and

the acceptor, with the initial state |i 〉 = ψ?AψB and the final state
∣∣ f

〉
= ψAψ

?
B . The coupling

term can be separated into the two independent contributions mentioned above and which

will be discussed in detail in the following sections:

V 2
i f = V 2

di p +V 2
exch . (2.4)

Förster energy transfer

Förster energy transfer is based on dipole-dipole interaction which plays a role for distances

in the range from 1−10nm and can therefore be considered a long-range interaction [21]

[24]. The interaction originates from the repulsive, electrostatic force between the electrons in

the donor and the acceptor chromophores. The transition dipole moments of the donor and

the acceptor interact which each other like two antennas. Therefore the physical principle

behind the Förster energy transfer is the Coulomb interaction. One can describe the Coulomb

interaction in a multipole expansion where the dipolar term is the dominant part. The
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potential is given by (compare equation 2.1):

Vdi p =
µAµB (cos(βAB )−3cos(βA)cos(βB ))

4πε0r 3
AB

, (2.5)

where r AB is the vector connecting chromophore A and B, βAB is the angle between the two

transition dipole moments muA and muB , βA the angle between r AB and transition moment

of A and βB the angle between r AB and transition moment of B. For better readability of the

formula the geometric factor will be referred to as κ = (cos(βAB )−3cos(βA)cos(βB )). As we will

consider molecules in solution we have to take into account the susceptibility of the dielectric

medium ε. It is connected to the refractive index via n = (ε/ε0)2. Also the molecule itself shields

the electric field and the Lorentz-factor has to be taken into consideration fL = n2+2
3 . Putting

these relations into Fermi’s golden rule (equation 2.2) and taking into account that we are

investigating absorption and emission bands leads to

kdi p =
2π f 2

L

~ε

∫ |~(µA?A(E))|2|~(µBB?(E))|2
r 6

AB

κ2ρAB (E)dE . (2.6)

The first dipole moment in the equation is associated with the radiative rate kr and the second

with the extinction coefficient ε(E). ρAB scales with the overlap of emission and absorption

bands. This gives us the following simplified form for the dipole interaction rate:

kdi p =
c49000

128π5NA

κ2krθ

n4|~r AB |6
(2.7)

where NA is the Avogadro constant, c the vacuum speed of light and θ denotes the overlap

integral of the normalized emission spectrum, with θ =
∫

FA(ν)εB (ν)ν−4dν∫
FA(ν)dν

. The efficiency of

the transfer is therefore depends on the following three factors: First there needs to be a

considerable spectral overlap between the donor and the acceptor, as expected. Second the

emission line of the donor as well as the absorption line of the acceptor needs to be sufficiently

strong. Third, staying in the antenna analogy one realizes that the spatial orientation between

the two transition dipoles is crucial. Parallel dipoles show the most efficient transfer. As the

efficiency scales with the oscillator strength of the absorption and emission bands one can see

that a change in multiplicity of either the donor or the acceptor would strongly reduce the rate.

The Förster theory thus describes the dependence of the efficiency of the energy transfer with

respect to the distance between donor and acceptor, which scales with the 6th power of the

distance. FRET is therefore often referred to as a molecular ruler, as it can be used to indirectly

measure the distances between electrostatically coupled chromophores [16].
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Dexter energy transfer

The second energy transfer mechanism is the Dexter or exchange mechanism [21]. At very

short distances where the orbitals of two chromophores overlap, the probability of charge

transfer increases strongly. As a consequence, it is possible that an electron from chromophore

A is transferred to B, which is accompanied by a charge transfer from B to A. As this exchange is

happening simultaneously it does not lead to ionization. The overall spin is conserved during

the exchange but the multiplicity of each chromophore can change. An excited electron of the

donor is exchanged with a ground state electron of the acceptor. As the associated orbitals

have to overlap, the exchange mechanism usually only plays a role up to 1.5nm. We also see a

different distance dependence compared to the Förster mechanism. The rate for exchange

is again described by Fermi’s golden rule similar to the Förster mechanism with an overlap

integral θ′:

kexch =
2π

~
V 2

exchθ
′. (2.8)

The potential decays exponentially depending on the distance between the two chromophores:

Vexch = |V0|exp(−γ(r AB − r0)). (2.9)

γ is a constant describing the distance-dependent decay and r0 is the minimal distance

between the two chromophores.

Exciton interaction

Pioneering work to understand how coupling in molecular assemblies affects their excited

states has been done by Frenkel, Kasha and Davidov [25] [2] by introducing the concept

of molecular excitons. These describe collective excitations of the coupled chromophores,

such that the resulting excited state is delocalized over several units. In the mathematical

description, one models a monomer as a two level system consisting of ground and excited

state. In a molecular aggregate with non-interacting monomers any excitation would remain

localized on individual monomers. When introducing an interaction potential between the

monomers the monomer wavefunctions do not describe the system anymore and we instead

employ their linear combination in the framework of low-order perturbation theory. The

resulting wavefunctions describing the eigenstates of the system with coupling interactions

are called molecular excitons. Unlike in this context, in solid state physics the term exciton is

used to describe a bound electron hole pair. As an idealized analogue to a single DNA strand

of identical monomers, we will now consider the excitonic states of a linear chain of identical
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Figure 2.3: The arrangement of the transition dipole moments determines the shape of
the exciton bands. In a) the transition dipole moments are oriented parallel to each other.
The symmetric linear combination leads to the high energy state and the antisymmetric to
the low energy state. The parallel arrangement is called H-aggregate. In b) the transition
dipole moment are oriented in a head-to-tail fashion (J-aggregate). The symmetric linear
combination leads to the low energy and the antisymmetric to the high energy state. H- and
J-aggregates are two limiting cases and a spectrum of geometries that lie in between those two
cases are possible. Reprinted from [2] with permission from John Wiley and Sons.

chromophores [2]. The exciton wavefunction of an idealized chain of monomers limited

to nearest neighbour interactions, can be written as a linear combination of monomeric

wavefunctions. The associated energy eigenvalues are then given by:

E(k) = E0 +2|V0|cos

(
k

2π

N

)
, (2.10)

where E0 is the energy eigenvalue of an isolated monomer, V0 is the nearest neighbor dipolar

interaction, N is the number of monomers and k is a quantum number labelling each excitonic

state (can range between 0 and N −1). As a result, we get an exciton band spanning from

E(k = 0) = E0 +2V0 to E(k = N
2 ) = E0 −2V0 with a bandwidth of 4V0.

The coupling of the monomers is given by the dipolar coupling of their transition dipoles

(c.f. equation 2.5). For k = 0 we get a constructive and for k = N
2 a destructive interference

of these transition dipole moments. As a result the constructive interference results in a

fully dipole-allowed transition to a bright excitonic state and destructive interference leads
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to a vanishing transition dipole moment and therefore a dark excitonic state. However, the

energetic ordering of these two limiting cases depends on the sign of the dipolar coupling

potential V0. As previously discussed, the associated dipole-dipole interaction depends on

three different angles which determine the magnitude and the sign of the interaction. In figure

2.3 we can see this effect for the example of two limiting cases. A configuration where all

the transition dipole moments are arranged parallel to each other is called an H-aggregate.

There the fully symmetric linear combination of the monomer wavefunctions leads to a

high energy bright state and the antisymmetric combination leads to the low energy dark

state. This has direct consequences for the photochemistry of H-aggregates. Absorption will

primarily populate the high energy state, which is shifted to higher energies compared to

the monomer absorption (blue or hypsochromic shift). Typically, rapid internal conversion

between the excitonic states then populates the lowest exciton state. This effect is called

intraband scattering. As the low energy state is optically dark, H-aggregates usually display

only weak fluorescence. If on the other hand the transition dipole moments are oriented

in a head-to-head or head-to-tail fashion we call the arrangement a J-aggregate. In this

geometry the symmetric combination of monomer wavefunctions leads to a bright low energy

state which fluoresces and the antisymmetric combination results in an optically dark high

energy state. The aggregate’s absorption is therefore red shifted (batochromic shift) and the

fluorescence decay rate is increased with respect to the individual monomer.

Above we looked at an idealized situation. Disorder of various nature can limit the delocaliza-

tion of the exciton. If the energy difference to the average energy due to disorder is smaller than

the interaction, we are in a strong coupling regime and a wave-like coherent energy transfer

is possible. If on the other hand the energy differences dominate we are in a weak coupling

regime and the exciton transfer can be described as an incoherent hopping mechanism [2].

2.1.4 Photoinduced electron transfer

Electron transfer describes the situation when a donor transfers an electron to an acceptor:

D + A → D++ A−. In photoinduced electron transfer the donor is excited by a photon prior

to the electron transfer. In order to understand the electron transfer one has to consider

the donor-acceptor pair in a polar solvent. The equilibrium solvent configuration depends

on the charge distribution of the donor-acceptor pair (see upper row of figure 2.4). For a

charge transfer to take place, a solvent orientation has to be found which is compatible with

the donor-acceptor pair before and after charge transfer (lower row of the figure). In this

configuration the reactant and the product have the same energy. Due to fluctuations in the

solvent such configurations are accessed and electron transfer can take place. As the charge is

now transferred the equilibrium configuration of the solvent is different and the solvent cage

reorganizes to the new minimum energy configuration.

To describe this mathematically Marcus theory is used. In Marcus theory the reactant and

product states are described by parabolic potentials associated with the Gibbs energy as a
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Figure 2.4: Schematic illustrating the solvent reorganisation necessary for electron transfer.
The equilibrium configuration of the polar solvent for the reactant and the product are different
so an electron transfer cannot take place directly (upper row). The solvent has to adopt a
suitable orientation (1) for the electron transfer to take place (2). Afterwards the solvent can
relax to its new equilibrium configuration (3). Figure reprinted from [26] with permission from
Oxford Publishing Limited through PLSclear.

function of the reaction coordinate (see figure 2.5a). Here, the reaction coordinate describes

the reorganization of the solvent environment. Chemical reactions happen spontaneously

if they are exergonic, so the product state is lower in Gibbs free energy compared to the

initial state. Therefore the Gibbs energy of the process is negative. It describes the tunnelling

of one electron from the donor to the acceptor through a barrier. This barrier is partially

determined by the ionization energies of the donor-acceptor pairs [16]. In order to access a

configuration in which electron transfer can take place the donor-acceptor pair and its solvent

environment have to structurally rearrange in order to reach an arrangement where the Gibbs

energy parabolas intersect each other. This is shown in figure 2.5a.

To model the electron transfer we assume that it is fast compared to the nuclear motion. This

means that during the transfer process the arrangement of the donor-acceptor pair and its

solvent environment do not change significantly. At the equilibrium position of the reactant

it is energetically not favorable to transfer an electron. Due to thermal fluctuations one can

reach a configuration ‡ where the reactant and the product intersect in Gibbs free energy (see

figure 2.5a). The states are degenerate and an electron tunnelling can take place. Thereby the

electron has to tunnel through a barrier with height V and a distance r which is the distance

between the two molecules. The activation energy needed to arrive at the intersection of

the two parabolas is called Gibbs energy of activation∆‡G . In the new equilibrium position

of the product the Gibbs energy is lower than the one of the reactant. The difference is the
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2.5: a) Gibbs energy of the donor-acceptor pair before (left parabola) and after (right
parabola) the electron transfer as a function of the nuclear configuration, which is a measure
for the donor-acceptor and solvent arrangement. In the equilibrium position the reactant
is at a different nuclear configuration than the product. The electron transfer takes place
at the intersection of both parabolas at ‡. The difference in Gibbs energy of the reactant
between the equilibrium and at the intersection between the two parabolas is the Gibbs
energy of activation ∆‡G . The difference between the two equilibrium Gibbs energies is
the standard Gibbs reaction energy∆G0. The difference of Gibbs energy at the equilibrium
configuration of the reactant between the reactant and the product is the reorganization energy
λ. Figure reprinted from [21] with permission from John Wiley and Sons. b) Logarithmic rate
of electron transfer as a function of the thermodynamic driving force. It displays the normal,
the activationless and the Marcus inverted region. In the normal region the rate increases
as the electron transfer gets thermodynamically more favorable. In the activationless region
the barrier vanishes and the rate is the fastest. In the Marcus inverted region the nuclear
configuration has to reorient again for an electron transport to take place. This is why the rate
decreases even if the reaction gets thermodynamically more favorable. Figure reprinted from
[21] with permission from John Wiley and Sons.
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reorganization energy λ. The difference in Gibbs energy between both equilibrium positions

of the reactant and the product is called standard Gibbs reaction energy∆G0. The electronic

coupling between donor and acceptor are described by the following expression:

〈HD A〉2 =
〈

H 0
D A

〉2
e−βr (2.11)

where
〈

H 0
D A

〉2
is the electronic coupling when donor and acceptor are in contact. r is the

distance between them and β is a parameter that describes the scaling of the tunnelling

relative to the distance and is dependent on the solvent. As a rate for the electron transfer we

get

ket =
2〈HD A〉2

h

√
π3

4λRT
e−
∆‡

G
RT (2.12)

where R is the molar gas constant and ∆‡G =
(
∆G0+λ)2

4λ . We can see that if −λ = ∆G0 the

activation Gibbs energy vanishes and there is no activation barrier (see figure 2.5b). We can

also see that if the reaction Gibbs energy increases, the reorganization energy of the reaction

becomes thermodynamically more favourable, but as the activation energy increases, the rate

decreases. This is called the Marcus inverted region. When comparing molecules where the

distance between the donor and the acceptor is kept identical but the reduction potential vary,

one can simplify the transfer rate as a function of∆G0:

ln(ket ) = − 1

4λ

(
∆‡G

RT

)2

+1/2

(
∆‡G

RT

)
+ const . (2.13)

When a molecule absorbs a photon it promotes an electron to a higher energy state. This

molecule will be a good electron donor. But as it leaves an unoccupied low lying orbital it

is also a good electron acceptor [21]. When going from the neutral donor acceptor pair to

the pair where the electron transfer took place, the solvent reorganizes in order to shield the

electric charge. The more polar the solvent, the stronger the shielding effect.

2.1.5 Excimer and exciplexes

A special type of molecular aggregate that is relevant in the context of this thesis is an excimer,

which stands for excited dimer. It refers to an aggregate of two identical monomers that is only

formed when one of them is in a photoexcited state, but is unstable when both of them are in

the ground state. This is illustrated schematically in the potential energy curves in figure 2.6a.

The two ground state monomers repel each other for short distances, which is represented

by an exponential increase of their potential energy. A pair of an excited and a ground state

molecule, on the other hand, shows a potential minimum at short distances and forms the
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2.6: a) Potential energy curves of two ground state molecules M (lower curve) and
a excited molecule M∗ and a ground state molecule M or an excimer [MM]∗ relative to the
intermolecular distance. Figure reprinted from [21] with permission from John Wiley and
Sons. b) Schematic showing a charge transfer excitation. Reprinted from [27] with permission
from Taylor & Francis Group LLC-Books.

associated excimer state. As the ground state configuration of the pair is dissociative, the

excimer dissociates after the return to the ground state. Excimers can be identified spectro-

scopically via the following characteristics. As the excimer state is lower in energy compared

to the excited state of an individual monomer, the excimer state shows a redshifted emission

spectrum compared to an individual monomer. In addition, any vibrational progression

of the monomeric emission spectrum will vanish in the excimer emission, as the ground

state is dissociative. Experimentally one can identify an excimer emission by recording the

concentration dependent emission spectra of suitable monomers. At low concentrations no

excimer emission is typically observed. At higher concentrations as monomers get closer to

each other, an excimer emission band appears and the monomer band gets weaker in intensity.

As a useful differentiation, an excimer formed by two different monomer species is called an

exciplex, which stands for an excited complex.

Similar to a donor-acceptor pair, a photoexcited dimer may also undergo a (partial) electron

transfer reaction, resulting in a so-called charge-transfer (CT) state. For such a CT transition,

the starting and the final orbital are not on the same chromophore [27]. This can be seen in

figure 2.6b where one orbital acts as an electron donor and the other as an electron acceptor. As

an electric charge is moved, there is a strong change in dipole moment. Molecular aggregates

can exhibit charge-transfer states and a new electronic transition appears in the absorption

spectrum of the aggregate relative to the monomeric species [27]. Excimer and exciplex

states can have a neutral or charge transfer-character and both play a role in the excited state

dynamics of DNA molecules.
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Figure 2.7: Structure of DNA: On the left a double strand of DNA. On the right the base
pairing between the two stands is illustrated. Reproduced from [28] with permission of Oxford
Publishing Limited through PLSclear.

2.2 Photochemistry of DNA

This section presents the basic structural and photochemical properties of DNA as well as the

current state of research on the ultrafast dynamics of DNA systems. The primary aim of this

thesis is to investigate the effect of intrastrand stacking on the excited state dynamics of DNA

systems. I will therefore focus the literature review on DNA strands in physiological buffer

solutions.

2.2.1 Molecular structure of DNA

A detailed description of the structure of DNA can be found for example in [28]: Deoxyribonu-

cleic acid or short DNA is the biological molecule which stores the genetic information of all

life forms. The building blocks of DNA are the four natural nucleobases: Cytosine (C), guanine

(G), thymine (T) and adenine (A), of which C and T are called pyrimidines and T and A are

called purines (see figure 2.7). Together with the sugar deoxyribose these nucleobases from

the nucleosides. Nucleosides can in turn bind to a phosphate to from nucleotides. A DNA

strand is composed of nucleotides that are covalently bound together at the sugar and the

phosphate, resulting in the so-called the sugar-phosphate backbone.
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Stacking interaction in single stranded DNA

Stacking, as elaborated in section 2.1.1 is the tendency of nucleobases to arrange cofacially.

Adenine is the base where the probability of stacking is highest [29]. In an adenine dimer

approximately 80% of the bases are stacked [8]. Therefore an adenine strand is the minimal

model to investigate the effect of interactions between nucleobases in a single strand. Base

stacking leads to long-lived states in adenine strands due to cooperative effects between the

bases, as will be explained in section 2.2.6 [8]. Stacking, which increases the rigidity of a strand,

is a cooperative effect. Only nearest neighbours can stack in a strand and non-adjacent bases

cannot stack [29]. Nonetheless multiple domains of stacked bases separated by unstacked

bases occur. A given base in a dimer can only have one nearest neighbour. This is why the

probability for a base in a dimer to stack is lower than in a longer strand [30]. Therefore very

short multimers are locally less rigid than longer strands. Double stranded DNA is more rigid

compared to single stranded DNA due to the hydrogen bonding between the two strands

(see next paragraph). As single stranded DNA is structurally less stabilized (only stacking is

stabilizing the conformation but not hydrogen bonding) single stranded DNA has a shorter

persistence length and can therefore have various secondary structure [31].

Molecular structure of double-stranded DNA

Natural DNA takes the form of a double stranded helix, where two single strands are connected

via hydrogen bonds between nucleobases on opposite strands. In this way, the hydrogen-

bonded nucleobases form so-called Watson-Crick base pairs. As the backbone is polar, the

base pairs lie inside of the double strand in physiological conditions. The base pairing interac-

tion achieves base-specificity through the number of hydrogen bonds (see chapter 2.1.1) that

individual nucleobases can form: C and G have three and T and A only two hydrogen bonds.

Thereby the bases C and G and T and A constitute the Watson-Crick base pairs. The structural

stability of the double strand makes base stacking more probable compared to a single strand

and each base pair has a stacking distance of 3.4Å. Each base is rotated by a 36◦ pitch angle

relative to its adjacent base. Therefore a full helix turn is completed after ∼ 10.5 bases and a

helix axial length of ∼ 3.4nm. The diameter of the double helix is approximately 2nm.

Impact of solvation

The structure described above is the right-handed B-DNA which prevails under physiological

conditions (see paragraph below). In such a solution counterions and deprotonated phosphate

groups of the backbone are located close to each other. Water molecules are situated in the

minor and major grove of the double helix (compare figure 2.7 left). There are also other

forms of DNA which form under different solvent conditions. If DNA is dehydrated its shape

becomes a right handed A-DNA helix and under high salt concentrations it forms Z-DNA,

which corresponds to a more closely packed left-handed helix [32].
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The fraction of bases that are stacked in a strand is controlled by the environment. Lowering

the pH-value, using methanol as a co-solvent or increasing the temperature can facilitate

unstacking [29], [33].

2.2.2 Photodamage and -repair mechanism in DNA

Photostability of biomolecules is paramount for their structural integrity in conditions with

high-energy UV radiation. Even though our atmosphere already absorbs part of the incident

UV-radiation, there is still a considerable amount of high energy photons reaching on the

earth’s surface. Mutations, which are modifications of the base-sequence of DNA, can have

strong consequences for living organisms as they may disturb the synthesis of proteins from

the genetic information. In this way, mutations can lead to proteins that cannot perform their

biological function or may even be toxic to the organism. As a result cellular death can occur.

In addition, mutations that take place on sequences responsible for cell growth can lead to

cancer [28]. Mutations can be caused by chemicals or radiation [34]. Due to its large photon

energy, UV radiation may excite highly energetic excited and thus reactive electronic states.

Such states can be efficient precursors for photochemical reactions, involving the breakage or

formation of chemical bonds, finally leading to mutations.

In this context it is important to point out that the first complex organisms evolved during

primeval times, when UV exposure was significantly higher due to the absence of an ab-

sorptive atmosphere. It is therefore generally assumed that an exceptional photostability

of DNA molecules might have played a central role in the evolution of living organisms [5].

Nevertheless, even at today’s lower levels of UV exposure, photodamage of DNA cannot be

completely avoided and living organisms display several molecular mechanisms to mitigate

this damage. Below I will give short summary of common photoproducts and the repair

mechanisms. The photophysics that lower the probability of photoproducts forming in the

first place are described in the next chapter.

There are multiple photoproducts that play a role in the photodamaging of DNA. However,

in the context of this thesis, I will describe only the four most relevant ones [35] (see figure

2.8). These are the cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (CPD), the 6-4 lesion, the dewar valence

isomer and the spore photoproduct. All of these belong to the class of pyrimidine dimers,

accounting for the fact that harmful photoproducts mostly appear in pyrimidines [35]. In this

respect, it should be noted that one can find photoproducts based on adenines but the yield is

typically very low [36]. Generally, the yield of harmful photoproducts depends on both the

type of base that is UV-excited and on its adjacent neighbouring bases. The photoreactivity of

a DNA system is thus specific to its base sequence [36].

The photoproducts described below are shown in figure 2.8. The cyclobutane pyrimidine

dimer is formed between two neighbouring pyrimidine bases in one strand. Thereby the

double bond between carbon atom 5 and 6 of each pyrimidine is transformed into a single

bond. Furthermore carbon atom 5 of one base and carbon atom 5 of the neighbouring base
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Figure 2.8: Structure of of the most common bi-pyrimidine photoproducts. Reprinted from
[35] with permission from Annual Reviews.

are now connected by a single bond. The same is true for the carbon atoms 6 of both bases.

Therefore both bases are now linked together by two single bonds.This photoproduct is the

most relevant, shows the highest abundance and is induced by UV-C radiation [35]. It appears

for all possible four pyrimidine pairings [37]. The above described mechanism is a [2 + 2]

cycloaddition, which can only take place via a photochemical pathway. However, it is still an

open question if the photochemical path proceeds via a singlet or a triplet precursor state

[35] Thymine has the lowest lying triplet state compared to the other nucleobases. Therefore

thymine could act as a triplet state energy sink, which could lead to an accumulation of

mutations at this base [38]. UV pump - IR probe experiments on the other hand showed that

the IR marker bands for cyclobutane rise in less than 1ps [39]. This ultrafast photoproduct

formation time is most likely too fast for an intersystem crossing to play a role and suggests a

singlet excited state as a precursor. In addition, this time scale is too fast for any structural

rearrangement in the excited state, such that, the quantum yield for this reaction to happen

must be defined by the orientation of the two bases prior to the excitation.

The (6-4) photolesion is formed as well by two neighbouring pyrimidine bases in one strand.

Thereby carbon atom 6 of the pyrimidine base at the 5’ end of the backbone forms a bond with

the carbon 4 atom of the pyrimidine base at the 3’ end. The oxygen atom, which in the original

base would be bound to the 3’ base on the carbon 4 atom together with the hydrogen formerly

bound to the nitrogen at the 3 position is part of an OH-group at the carbon 5 atom of the 5’
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base. It is detected after irradiation with UV-C light [35]. However, the formation mechanism of

the lesion is not fully understood. After excitation the rise time of the spectroscopic signature

associated with the (6-4) photolesion is on the order of milliseconds [40]. This is much longer

than the typical lifetimes of singlet or triplet excited states. Therefore, there has to be an

intermediate species which does not show a signature in the UV-vis region from which the

(6-4) photolesion evolves. One suggestion for this intermediate is an oxetane ring which has a

smaller π-electron system [41]. Therefore the absorption would shift further into the UV and

would not be present in the spectroscopy range of the experiments conducted thus far [41].

The dewar valence isomer is formed out of the (6-4) photolesion. It has a similar structure

to the (6-4) photolesion but a bond between the nitrogen on the 3 position in the ring and

the carbon on the 6 position of the 3’ base. As the (6-4) photolesion absorbs around 325 nm,

the dewar valence isomer can be formed photochemically [35]. Experiments with di-thymine

model compound showed that it is formed in about 130 ps [42].

The spore photoproduct is only found in bacterial spores [35]. It appears after UV-A, B or

C irradiation. The other photoproducts mentioned above are on the other hand almost

not found in bacterial spores. The spore photoproduct is a pyrimidine dimer involving two

thymines. Those are interconnected at the C5 atoms by a methyl bridge. The 5’ end thymine

has an additional hydrogen atom at the C6 atom.

In order to keep the genetic information unaltered organisms display multiple ways to repair

damaged DNA [43]: All such mechanisms follow a similar principle. First the error in the

sequence has to be identified, in a second step removed and in a third step the gap has to

be filled with a DNA polymerase and the strand has to be reconnected by a DNA ligase. One

of this mechanisms is the proofread mechanism. If during DNA replication a wrong base is

inserted, the base will not be able to base pair with its complementary strand. This slows down

the polymerase process, the base is cut out and the polymerase repeats the current position of

the strand. Another mechanism is the so-called direct repair which works via the so-called

photoreactivating enzyme. It is used to repair the above described pyrimidine dimers. An

enzyme, the so-called photolyase binds to the pyrimidine dimer. After photoexcitation this en-

zyme can cleave the erroneous dimer. Furthermore there are the excision repair mechanisms.

Thereby either a single base or in the case of a pyrimidine dimer several nucleotides get cut

out of the strand after detection by a protein. The polymerase now starts to fill the missing gap

starting at the 3’ end of the gap using the information of the complementary strand. A DNA

ligase is needed to connect the strand newly polymerized strand to the 5’ end.

2.2.3 Electronic states of DNA

All DNA monomer building blocks show a strong and relatively broadband absorption feature

centred around 260 nm (see figure 2.9a). It corresponds to a transition between the ground

and the first excited singlet state, the ππ∗ state.
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(a)
(b)

Figure 2.9: a) Absorption spectra from the natural DNA nucleosides in an aqueous solution.
The absorption spectra of the following bases are shown: Deoxy-adenosine (dA) in grey, -
thymidine (dT) in red, -guanosine (dG) in green and, -cytidine (dC) in blue. The figure is
reprinted from [35] with permission from Annual Reviews. b) Molar absorption spectrum
of dAMP (dashed) and (dA)20 (solid line) from 5.5eV (≈ 225nm) to 4.25eV (≈ 290nm). The
hypochromic effect leads to a blueshift in the absorption maximum as well as to less absorption
per chromophore going from the monomer (dAMP) to the 20-mer. Reprinted from [46] with
permission from John Wiley and Sons.

In Adenine monomers, theory has suggested three possible lowest lying transitions. The

optically dark nπ?, and two bright ππ? states, the La and the Lb state. Due to the different

nature of the states, the solute-solvent interaction determines the energetic order of the

states in solution. The lowest energy transition is thus La , whereby Fluorescence Anisotropy

studies have shown, that whilst Lb may initially be populated in absorption, its population is

transferred to La on an ultrafast timescale [44]. The fluorescence quantum yield isφ f ∼ 3∗10−4

[45].

As soon as DNA bases are in close contract, be it through a covalent bond in a single strand

or just due to high concentrations, cooperative effects play a role. The quantum mechanical

wavefunctions of the bases couple, which leads to molecular excitons [25]. In order to include

a possible charge-transfer character, the exciton interaction can be written as the sum of the

Coulomb, the Dexter exchange and the overlap interaction [47] (see chapter 2.1.3). One effect

of the exciton interaction is the hypochromism, which can be observed in the absorption

spectrum of DNA (see figure 2.9b). The coupling of the bases leads to a slight blue shift of

the absorption maximum and a significantly lower absorption cross section per base [25].

Another cooperative effect is the absorption tail in the red part of the main absorption peak,

which appears, as multiple bases are present in a strand. Theoretical studies suggest that

this absorption is due to the direct excitation of ionic pairs resulting in excitonic states with

a significant charge-transfer character [48]. Due to the CT character of these states, their

electronic energy sensitively depends on solvent and structural configurations. This leads to
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a strong inhomogeneous broadening of their associated absorption band compared to the

neutral excitons. Lange et al. on the other hand suggest that the red part of the spectrum

corresponds mainly to neutral ππ? states and the low-energy tail of charge transfer states may

be overlapping with the ππ? transition [4].

Banyasz et al. found that the static fluorescence spectra change their shape when exciting

above 275nm, the crossing point of the absorption spectrum of dAMP and the multimer. Also

the fluorescence quantum yield increases by an order of magnitude. They assigned this change

to different excitations: Below the crossing point mainly bright excitons and above it CT states

are excited [46].

2.2.4 Excited state dynamics in adenosine monomers

A hallmark of the lowest electronically excited states of all base monomers is their sub-

picosecond lifetimes. The lifetimes have for example been obtained from transient absorption

measurements, but also fluorescence upconversion measurements, which are only sensi-

tive to bright states [30]. Figure 2.10 shows the time-resolved fluorescence measurements

of the nucleosides and their associated nucleotides. For the purines the differences in life-

times between nucleoside and nucleotide are negligible (τd A/d AMP = 0.13ps and τdG = 0.33ps,

τdGMP = 0.34ps) in contrast to the Pyrimidines (τdC = 0.30ps, τdC MP = 0.45ps and τdT =

0.32ps, τdT MP = 0.50ps) [49].

The electronic excited state is converted into a vibrationally excited ground state due to

ultrafast internal conversion via a conical intersection (CI). These are points in the energetic

landscape where the potential energy surfaces of two electronic states cross so an efficient

internal conversion can take place between them.

As this thesis focuses on adenine bases, this section presents further details on their excited

state dynamics. For free adenine bases in solution, two tautomers are present. There is the

9H-adenine and the 7-H adenine, which differ in the position of the hydrogen atom, being at

the 9 position in the former and at the 7 position in the later. As soon as the base is present

as a nucleotide or nucleoside, tautomerism is eliminated and only 9H-bases occur. In the

9H-tautomer early time-resolved emission studies could find two time scales: One fast time

scale which is limited to the instrument response of the experiment with ∼ 0.04−0.2ps [50],

which refers to the initially excited state leaving the Franck-Condon region, as well as a second

timescale associated with internal conversion to the ground state. This process was found to

be slower in the gas phase (0.75−1.3ps) [51], [52], [53] than in studies in aqueous solution

(0.18− 0.43ps) [54], [55], [56]. As already stated above, the dynamics of the free base, the

nucleoside and the nucleotide are very similar [50], [55], [44], [57].

Theory suggests two ππ? and one nπ? transition. The energy of those states is in the gas

phase almost identical and the ordering depends on the level of theory [58], [59], [60]. Conical

intersections (CI) connect them and population can be exchanged between the states [60],
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[61]. The ππ? states are assigned as La and Lb following Platt notation [62] with the transition

dipole moment being parallel for La and perpendicular for Lb relative to the axis between the

centre of one ring with the centre of the other ring (molecular axis) [44]. La is higher in energy

and is optically brighter than Lb [60]. As a result the absorption spectrum is dominated by La.

The deactivation takes places via a CI connecting La with the ground state, which is accessed

via puckering of the C2-atom accompanied by an out-of-plane motion of the substituent [60],

[63]. Theory states that Lb has a local minimum and therefore no internal decay pathway to

the ground state can take place [60]. Nevertheless, conversion to La is possible via a small

barrier. A recent time-resolved fluorescence study could find evidence for a conversion from

Lb to La after 0.1ps [44]. The nπ? state has a very low oscillator strength [60]. A CI to the

ground state could be found by puckering at the C-6 position, in a similar way to the CI for La

described above [64].

In aqueous solution the energy of the ππ? excitation is lowered relative to the nπ? excitation,

compared to the situation in the gas phase [65], [66]. In solution there is a mixture of 7H and

9H-adenine when they are present as free bases. 7H-adenine has an additional excited state

lifetime of 8ps [54], [56], [67]. This effect is called solvatochromism. It has been proposed,

that the longer lifetime may be due to the CI being harder to access [68].

After reaching the electronic ground state via a CI all the excess energy is transferred to the

vibrational degrees of freedom. The vibrationally excited electronic ground state has an excess

energy of 4eV, which corresponds to a temperature of 1000K [69]. Subsequently the vibrational

energy is transferred to the solvent until a thermal equilibrium is reached.

As a change in conformation is needed to reach a conical intersection little changes in structure

can make them inaccessible. This can be seen at the example of 2-AP (see chapter 2.2.5) where

a small change in structure fundamentally changes the photophysics.

Experimental signatures of vibrational cooling In the transient absorption data one can

see a ground state bleach (GSB), stimulated emission (SE) and an excited state absorption (ESA)

for the time steps when the electronically excited state is present. After the internal conversion

one can see a red-shifted GSB absorption feature and an ESA feature, which corresponds to the

vibrationally hot electronic ground state. This feature shifts over time to shorter wavelengths,

as the vibrational cooling process transfers thermal energy to the solvent. An example from

the literature can be seen in figure 2.11. Here early time steps are shown in blue and later

time steps are shown in red. By having a broadband probe one can thereby monitor when the

internal conversion takes place and how fast the vibrational cooling happens. The vibrational

cooling in water has a time constant of about 2ps for single nucleotides (τAMP = 2.05 ±0.07ps)

[70], which monitored the GSB recovery at 252nm.

Depending on the solvent, the dynamics of the vibrational cooling changes. It is important

to note that changing the isotope of the solvent may have a direct impact on the cooling

dynamics. For example, heavy water displays slower cooling than H2O [29].
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Figure 2.10: Time resolved fluorescence measurements of the nucleosides and the according
nucleotides. The Purines show thereby no effect to the additional phosphate in contrast to
the Pyrimidines. Reprinted with permission from [49]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical
Society.

Figure 2.11: Broadband transient absorption spectra slices showing ESA of the hot electronic
ground state. Time steps increase from blue to red. One can see the vibrational cooling.
Reprinted adapted with permission from [71]. Copyright (2007) PNAS.
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Note that the isotope substitution mainly modifies the reduced mass of the system, and

thus impacts the vibrational frequencies of the solvent molecules. These results support the

conclusion that the vibrational cooling happens mostly via the high-frequency modes of the

solvent. Water thus has the fastest cooling rate among all solvents [72]. The ratio between the

time constants associated with vibrational cooling, the so called kinetic isotope effect (KIE), in

H2O and D2O is KIE = τH2O/τH2O = 1.49±0.08 [29].

2.2.5 Excited state dynamics of 2AP

2-aminopurine (2AP) is a fluorescent base analogue of adenine [73]: It is a structural isomer of

adenine, which in the previously introduced labelling system can be called 6-aminopurine.

Thus the sole difference between adenine and 2-aminopurine is the positioning of the amino

group (NH2). In case of adenine the amino group is attached to the position 6 in the pyrimidine

ring and for 2-aminopurine at position 2. This minor change leaves the conformation of a

strand where 2-aminopurine is incorporated, nearly unchanged [74]. The electronic structure,

on the other hand, is changed in comparison to adenine in such a way that the non-radiative

decay paths are less accessible and the fluorescence quantum yield is increased by orders of

magnitude. Interbase interactions can quench the fluorescence which makes the quenching

very sensitive to the environment. This is why 2AP is commonly used as a conformational

probe. The 2AP monomer has a fluorescence quantum yield of 0.68, which is much higher

than for adenine at ∼ 10−4 [75]. The fluorescence of 2AP peaks at 370nm and its absorption

peaks at 303nm [75]. As this is redshifted compared to all other natural nucleobases one can

excite 2AP selectively. When decreasing the polarity of the solvent, the fluorescence quantum

yield decreases and the emission maximum shifts to lower wavelengths. Whilst the short

excited state lifetime in adenine is due to internal conversion via a conical intersection, in

2AP the conical intersection is less accessible due to an energy barrier in the potential energy

surface [59]. Therefore the excited state life-time in 2AP is longer and for the 2AP riboside

takes a value of 11.6ns [76]. In the nucleobase without the sugar, tautomerism plays a role and

one can observe a bi-exponential decay with slightly different lifetimes [77]. The hydration

of the base has a strong effect on its fluorescence lifetime and its quantum yield. This was

studied in a supersonic molecular beam, where water-clusters with 2AP were formed [78].

The experiments demonstrated that hydration with a single water molecule changes the

fluorescence lifetime from 156ps in the gas phase to 14.5ns. When 2AP is stacked, a second

low intensity emission band, can be observed [79]. In circular dichroism experiments the

excitonic coupling of 2APs in a stack was demonstrated [80]. 2AP incorporated in a strand

shows a strongly reduced quantum yield as its fluorescence is quenched [81]. The energy

of the excited state of 2AP is lower than those of any of the natural bases, so the quenching

cannot take place via energy transfer. In natural DNA the quenching predominantly takes

place via an intrastrand charge transfer with guanine [82]. However, it has been shown that all

natural bases can quench the 2AP fluorescence, when they form a dimer with 2AP [83]. In the

context of this thesis, it is particularly important that efficient charge transfer may take place

in a 2AP-adenine dimer resulting in a reduction of 2AP by adenine [84]. Wan et al. then showed
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in an ultrafast absorption and emission study that the fluorescence and absorption dynamics

display different kinetics [85]. The authors conclude that a dark state has to be present in the

deactivation dynamics, that is only visible in the transient absorption spectra but cannot be

seen in the fluorescence decays.

2.2.6 Excited state dynamics in adenosine multimers

π - π? excitation

Stacking influences the excited state dynamics of DNA oligomers. As was discussed previously,

excitation of their lowest energy absorption band initially populates excitonic states. Relax-

ation then leads to changes in their delocalization length, their inter-base conformation and

typically to an increase in their CT character, with lifetimes in the 100s of ps range [70], [71],

[86], [6], [48].

There has been a vivid discussion over how many bases couple excitonically in an adenine

single strand. Different studies have claimed that photoexcitation leads to excitonic states

delocalized over 2, 3 or 4 bases [29], [71], [87] . It was also speculated that on timescales shorter

than 100 fs more bases could be involved but due to limitations in temporal resolution no ex-

perimental evidence could be provided [29]. In this context, Kadhane et al. gave experimental

evidence that the coupling of adenine bases in the ground state in the ππ? region is limited to

two bases by analysing the amplitude of the CD signal as a function of the strand length [88].

In the region below 220 nm they could show that the coupling of the associated high-energy

transition dipoles extends over up to eight bases.

The nature of the intermediates in the relaxation pathway have been a matter of discussion:

Initially neutral exciton states were suggested to be the origin of the long lived states visible

in time-resolved emission [89]. Various authors suggested 2-base exciton states with various

degree of charge transfer [48], [70], [6]. Like in the previously introduced excimer states, a

red-shifted emission could be observed in both static and in transient emission spectra of

DNA strands [46]. This is caused by the stabilization of the excitonic states compared to the

monomeric ones.

Importantly Bucher et al.[86] and Zhang et al. [90] have identified infra-red marker bands of

ionized nucleobases in the relaxation dynamics of photoexcited heteropolymers and thereby

verified the presence of charge transfer (CT) states in the photophysical relaxation pathways.

This finding was corroborated by Borrego-Varillas et al. [91] who compared in their recent

near-UV study the spectrum of adenosine cations and anions with the transient absorption

spectrum of a photoexcited adenosine oligomer. The close agreement of the sum of the ion

spectra with the transient spectra, showed that also in adenosine homopolymers CT states

play a central role. The authors conclude that the evolution of the initially photoexcited

neutral excitons into fully charge-separated CT states is complete after approximately three

picoseconds. This interpretation is supported by molecular dynamics simulations [92].
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In this context it is worth discussing in more detail a fluorescence anisotropy study of adenine

homopolymers conducted by Banyasz et al. [46] after excitation at 266nm the authors report

an evolution of the fluorescence spectrum caused by the presence of a high-energy and a

low-energy emission band with different decay dynamics. The high-energy band decays

faster and displays a higher anisotropy than the low-energy band. In addition, the low-energy

band shows a decrease in anisotropy on the sub-ps time scale, which the authors attribute

to energy redistribution from bright neutral excitonic states to CT states. These dynamics

change significantly for UV-A excitation, resulting in even lower, negative anisotropy values

which typically implies a big angle between the originally excited and the fluorescing dipole

moment. This suggests a strong out of plane component of the emitting CT state and can be

interpreted as another strong indication for the charge transfer character of the exciton states.

This assignment is also consistent with the higher fluorescent quantum yield and a strongly

increased lifetime [46]. The exciton state has a lifetime, which is ∼ 1000 times longer than that

of the monomer, but only has a quantum yield which is ∼ 10 times bigger. This suggests a state

with low oscillator strength being the origin of the emission [30].

As was explained previously, molecular excitons are sensitive to the conformation as well as

the solvation of the involved nucleobases [6]. In this context, Spata et al. conducted a QM/MM

computational study on photoexcited adenine dimers in a solvated double-stranded DNA

geometry [93]. The resulting exciton states showed different minimum energy configurations

that were distinguished according to their CT character and inter-base distance: Neutral exci-

tons, charge transfer excitons, neutral bonded excitons and charge transfer bonded excitons.

The study suggests a picture where these configurations are populated transiently from the

initially photoexcited exciton band. The involved changes in dimer conformation and CT

character may explain the complexity of the experimentally observed relaxation dynamics

[94].

Following from the above discussion, the dominant contribution to the electronic deactivation

of photoexcited DNA oligomers on the 100 ps time scale is the decay of the formed CT states

via charge recombination [70], [95]. For completeness it should be pointed out that several

other photophysical pathways have been suggested in the past to explain the experimental

data. A prominent suggestion is that a monomeric decay via a conical intersection remains

accessible even in DNA oligomers [48], [96]. However, as the stacked bases are close to each

other, steric hindrance slows down the process and may result in longer excited state lifetimes

[48], [96], [29]. Figure 2.12 summarizes the above explained decay pathways. As described

in chapter 2.2.3 a direct excitation of the charge transfer state is possible, when exciting with

lower energy photons [41].

Moving from the photophysical dynamics of single-stranded to double-stranded DNA, base

pairing interactions have to be taken into account. Single bases in an aqueous solution tend

to stack rather than pair. As a consequence there does not exist a model system in aqueous

solution but only in low polar solvents [30]. However, early ultrafast spectroscopic studies did

not offer a conclusive picture concerning the role of base pairing in the excited state deactiva-
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Figure 2.12: Various decay paths exist in adenine single strands. Depending on excited
transition and the ground state conformation different dynamics take place. Unstacked bases
can decay monomer-like, whereas in stacked regions the initially excited neutral exciton
decays via charge transfer excimer states. A direct excitation of charge transfer states is also
possible.The figure is reprinted with permission from [97]. Copyright 2016 American Chemical
Society.

tion. The central question being whether base pairing opens fundamentally new relaxation

channels or if it only perturbs the relaxation channels already existing in single strands [94],

[98]. One change for example is, that the paired bases in a double strand experience a different

solvent environment with a reduced exposure to the solvent. This could affect for example

the vibrational cooling and in principle also the energy levels (compare chapter 2.2.4). The

change in cooling dynamics can be observed for (dA)18 · (dA)18 structure measured by Chen

et al. [99]. There, structure-dependent cooling times were measured: τ(dA)18·(dT)18 = 4.7ps

compared to τ(dA)18 = 2.7ps and τ(dT)18 = 2.8 ±0.12ps [99]. Another difference to the single

strands is the change in in structural rigidity and thus conformational ensemble. Due to the

structural stabilization of the paired strands, stacking is more pronounced in double strands

than in single strands, meaning that the ratio of stacked bases to the overall amount of bases

is higher. Chen et al. measured, in the above mentioned publication, a life-time for the long

living component of the ground state bleach recovery signal of τ(dA)18·(dA)18 = 62±17ps [99].

This is almost three times faster than the life time measured by Su et al. in adenine single

strands with τexci ton = 183±6ps [29]. This is a strong evidence, that there is some quenching

of long lived excited states. The life time of the charge transfer exciton state corresponds to

the rate of charge recombination and scales with the redox potential of the bases involved [86].

Having a base with a different redox potential bound via a hydrogen bond may change the this

recombination rate and thus quench this state. Bucher et al. found that base pairs linked via

hydrogen bonds decay with a common lifetime [100]. In this context, Proton-Coupled Electron

Transfer (PCET) has been established as a central deactivation mechansim in double strands

[101], [102] [100]. Additionally to the electron transfer within one of the strands (intrastrand

electron transfer), a proton transfer happens between two paired bases, according to this

model. A sketch illustrating this transfer is shown in figure 2.13. In all models an electron is

transferred from on base to a base in a single strand. In b) and c), additionally a proton is
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Figure 2.13: Schematic representation of the different mechanisms in Proton Coupled
Electron Transfer (PCET). In all models one electron is transferred from one base to an-
other in a single strand. Additionally to that a proton is transferred in b) and c) and
two protons are transferred in d). The figure is reprinted with permission from [102]
(https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/jacs.5b03914). Further permissions related to the material
excerpted should be directed to the ACS.

transferred. Two protons are transferred in d).
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3 Methods

In this chapter the methods, setups and procedures used for the measurements presented in

the following chapters are described. First the static spectroscopy used to characterize the

samples are introduced. Then the principle and the setups for the time resolved measurements

are explained. The chapter finishes with a description of the data treatment and the samples

used for the experiments.

3.1 Static spectroscopic techniques

3.1.1 Static UV-vis spectrometer

Static absorption spectra measure the macroscopic absorbance of a sample that is described

by the Beer-Lambert law:

log

(
I0

I1

)
= ε · c ·d , (3.1)

whereby I0 and I1 are the initial, respectively the final, intensity of the light, ε is the molar

extinction coefficient, c is the concentration and d is the distance over which the light travels

trough the sample. Microscopically, the absorption coefficient comprises the ground state

transitions of the sample molecules.

Static UV-vis spectra were taken in a commercial high resolution UV-vis spectrometer (Shi-

madzu UV-3600). A halogen and a deuterium lamp is used as white light source to access

a range from 185-3300nm. The white light is monochromatized by two grating monochro-

mators before passing the sample compartment. The absorption spectrum is recorded by

scanning the wavelength range. A photomultiplier tube, an InGaAs and a PbS detector are

used depending on the spectral range. The baseline of the spectrometer was recorded with an

empty sample compartment. A measurement of the cuvette with the solvent was taken for

each set of measurements and subtracted from the data.
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3.1.2 Static photoemission

Static fluorescence spectra contain the radiative transitions from an excited state to the ground

state. Static fluorescence spectra will contain, depending on the excitation wavelength, the

solvent and the recorded emission range, the Raman line (in our case the Stokes line) of the

solvent. By analysing their spectra we can learn about the nature of the excited state. Excimer

states for example show a characteristically broad emission. Furthermore, by comparing the

signal strength of two samples with the same concentration or absorption we get information

about the radiative quantum yield. In this way, we may identify the contribution of non-

radiative decay pathways in the relaxation of the excited state.

Static emission spectra were recorded with a commercial spectrofluorophotometer (Shimadzu

FR-5301 PC). The excitation photons come from a Xenon lamp and pass a monochromator

and can be set in a range between 220-900nm. The fluorescence is recorded by scanning the

wavelength range from 220-750nm and is detected via a photomultiplier. Before each set of

measurements the cuvette with the pure solvent was recorded at the respective excitation

wavelength in order to subtract the pure solvent response.

3.1.3 Static circular dichroism spectrometer

CD indicates the difference in absorption between left and right circularly polarized light

[103] in chiral molecular systems. On a microscopic level, it measures the helicity of charge

displacements associated with photoinduced transitions. Chiral chromophores themselves

can show CD. Furthermore, the excitonic coupling between chromophores, depending on their

relative geometry, can lead to a CD signal. Therefore two or more coupled chromophores in a

defined geometry can show a characteristic CD signal. This is routinely used to characterise

the global structure of biological samples in solution as for example β-sheet and α-helix

structures as well the B-Helix of DNA show characteristic CD spectra in the far ultraviolet

region. CD measurements in this thesis are used to confirm the excitonic coupling in each

measured sample as well as to investigate its dependence on different solvents. The CD spectra

of the investigated samples were also used as an additional diagnostic to check their structural

integrity before and after experiments.

Static circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded with a commercial CD spectrometer

(Jacso J-810). The light source is a xenon lamp and the detector a photomultiplier tube. Spectra

can be recorded from 163 to 900nm. The light is monochromatized by passing twice through

a set of a prism and two slits. These prisms not only select the wavelength but also clean the

polarization so the light is linearly polarized. A photoeleastic modulator (PEM) is used to

turn the linearly polarized light into either left or right circularly polarized light. In a PEM,

mechanical stress is periodically induced in a quartz block which leads to birefringence in

the crystal. In this way, the polarization of the light is periodically modulated from left to

right circular polarized light. When the detector measures the absorption for one wavelength,

the average signal corresponds to the static absorption and the modulation of the signal to
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the circular dichroism. A spectral calibration with a holmium oxide calibration standard was

performed.

3.2 Transient absorption spectroscopy

3.2.1 Measurement principle

In order to investigate femtosecond dynamics a so-called pump-probe scheme is applied.

In this approach, that is employed in multiple time-resolved spectroscopic techniques, two

ultrashort events are used in order to first trigger a process and then probe the process. The

former is called the pump and the latter the probe event. For optical experiments in the

context of this thesis pump and probe pulses both originate form an ultrafast mode-locked

laser system (see chapter 3.2.2). An intense laser pulse is used to excite a sample whereas

a second, weaker laser pulse investigates the sample after a selectable waiting time. By

controlling the optical path length difference between the two pulses one can vary the time

difference between the two pulses. Thus one collects temporal snapshots of the ultrafast

dynamics. In transient absorption one monitors the absorption spectrum of the probe pulse.

By blocking the pump pulses with an optical chopper one reduces the repetition rate of the

pump arm typically by two. Thus one can compare the changes in optical absorption of the

sample induced by the pump, the so-called differential absorption∆A. It is calculated by the

following formula:

∆A = − log

(
Ip

Iu

)
. (3.2)

Here Ip and Iu refers to pump and unpumped intensity of the probe spectrum. To further

improve the signal-to-noise ratio one can record a reference beam that does not go through

the excited sample and account for the fluctuations of the probe spectrum. One then divides

each probe spectrum Ipr obe i by the reference spectrum Ir e f i :

Ipr obe cor r i =

(
Ipr obe i

Ir e f i

)
. (3.3)

A high number of single shots (for the measurements presented in this thesis 30 000) are

recorded per scan, pump-probe delay and pump polarization. The data acquisition electronics

sort the spectra in pumped and unpumped reference or signal spectra. After the sorting each

group of spectra are averaged and saved. In the post processing the averaged pumped and

the averaged unpumped spectra are divided by the associated averaged reference spectra

according to formula 3.3. i stand for the pumped or unpumped spectra. In order to address for

systemic fluctuations in the spectrum one can apply the B-matrix procedure [104], [105]. The

B-matrix is a matrix with the dimensions of pixels the signal times the pixels of the reference.

It scales the fluctuations of each reference pixel to the fluctuations of a signal pixel. By this not

only one but multiple pixel of the reference accounts for fluctuations on a signal pixel. Thus
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Figure 3.1: Schematic sketch showing the ground state bleach (GSB), the stimulated emission
(SE) and the excited state absorption (ESA) feature. The figure is reprinted from [106].

the B-matrix maps the correlation of different regions in the spectrum and a more advanced

noise suppression may be achieved.

In transient absorption (TA) measurements the pump pulse only ever excites a small fraction

of the sample molecules. As a result, a typical TA spectrum contains three main contributions:

excited state absorption (ESA), ground state bleach (GSB) and stimulated emission (SE) (see

fig. 3.1). The ESA contribution is caused by a new excited state species that usually has a

different absorption spectrum. The excited state species may show new absorption bands

compared to the ground state species. This signal has a positive sign in TA. By monitoring

the ESA signal dynamics one can investigate the evolution of the excited state population.

Where the ground state molecule shows an absorption band, the absorption may be lowered

compared to the ground state absorption. The ground state population is reduced by the

excitation, thereby reducing the ground state absorption of the sample. One says the ground

state absorption is bleached and the associated signal is called ground state bleach (GSB),

which has a negative sign in transient absorption data. The dynamics of the GSB recovery

signal shows the repopulation of the ground state species.In addition, the probe pulse can

stimulate the emission of a photon from an excited sample. The stimulated emission (SE)

signal has a negative sign in TA.

3.2.2 Transient absorption setup in the deep-UV

The time-resolved data discussed in this thesis were recorded on a transient absorption setup,

which had been discussed in detail elsewhere [10], [11], [106], [107] and will therefore only

described briefly. To resolve a given signature one needs a sufficient signal to noise ratio. If the

setup and the samples are stable over time, acquiring more shots improves the signal quality.

To limit measurement time for achieving a certain signal to noise ratio, it is advantageous to

have a high repetition rate and to have low pulse-to-pulse fluctuations. The setup presented

in this section was implemented with the aim to optimize these properties [10], [11] and is

usually referred to as the 20 kHz setup.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic of the 20kHz Ti:Sa chirped pulse amplification setup. Shown is the
Oscillator, the Amplifier with its three pump lasers, the NOPA, the achromatic doubling,
the narrow band doubling and the transient absorption station.The figure is reprinted and
modified from [10], with the permission of AIP Publishing.

A schematic of the setup can be seen in figure 3.2. The 20kHz setup is seeded by a com-

mercially available mode locked titanium-sapphire oscillator (Halcyon, KMLabs), which is

pumped by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet)

Verdi laser. It provides mode-locked femtosecond pulses with a repetition rate of 75MHz and a

bandwidth covering at least 40nm full width at half maximum (FWHM) at a central wavelength

of around 800nm. These pulses seed a regenerative titanium-sapphire chirped pulse amplifier

(CPA), which works at a repetition rate of 20kHz and is pumped by three separate Q-switched

Nd:YVO4 (neodymium-doped yttrium orthovanadate) solid state lasers. This scheme has

two advantages. Compared to Nd:YAG, these laser can achieve lower fluctuations due to

their single-mode operation, but the employed models were also built to provide an extra

low shot noise of <0.3% root mean square (RMS). Additionally the intensity fluctuations of

the three individual pump sources are uncorrelated. Therefore the fluctuations of the overall

pump light sum up to a factor of 1p
3

compared to pumping with a single laser. Pump pulse

fluctuations are the main source for intensity fluctuations of pulses out of a CPA system. We

drive the amplification process in a saturation regime, which makes the amplifier output

even less sensitive to pump intensity instabilities. The setup provides pulses with an energy

of approximately 0.6mJ with a shot-to-shot stability of < 0.1 RMS (root mean square) and a

repetition rate of 20kHz.

As a simple and stable pump source in a pump-probe experiment we can directly use the 800

nm, frequency double to 400nm or triple to 266nm pulses. Hereby we can also easily achieve

pump pulse energies that are higher than the powers we obtain by narrow band doubling of

the NOPA (non-collinear optical parametric amplifier) output (see paragraph below).

NOPA, Achromatic doubling and narrow doubling The setup provides tunable pump pulses

and broadband probe pulses in the deep-UV. To achieve this, a commercially available NOPA

(non-collinear optical parametric amplifier, TOPAS white, light conversion) is used. A white

light continuum is generated in a sapphire plate. This serves as seed light for a two stage para-

metric amplification process in a BBO (beta barium borate) crystal. This provides broadband
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intense white light pulses with spectra that span approximately 500–760nm and have a pulse

energy of 13µJ. One part of these pulses can get frequency doubled in a thick BBO crystal to

provide a narrow band deep-UV optical pump. By turning the crystal one changes the phase

matching condition, different wavelength components are frequency doubled and one gets a

tunable deep-UV pump from the broadband NOPA output. By implementing a chirped mirror

compressor in front of the BBO one can compress the pulses in time and get higher conversion

efficiency in the BBO and therefore higher achievable pump powers for the experiment.

To get a broadband deep UV probe one has to convert the broadband visible into a broadband

UV spectrum. In the frequency doubling process the phase matching condition has to be

fulfilled for all wavelengths. To achieve this, one spatially chirps the spectrum in a pair

of prisms and then focuses on the BBO with an off axis parabola (OAP). Each wavelength

component thereby enters the BBO under an angle that satisfies the phase matching condition

[108] [109]. As a result, we have pulses in the deep-UV spanning from approximately 250−
380nm.

In combination with a variable delay stage and a shot-to-shot data acquisition system this

these optical components constitute a time resolved 2DUV pump-probe setup [10], [11].

Acquisition system Before the the probe beam is focussed into the sample, a part of the

broadband continuum is split to be used as reference. For this purpose reflective neutral

density filter (1mm thickness, 0.3OD optical density) is used. The reference beam is used to

record spectrally resolved intensity fluctuations in the probe beam. The probe and reference

beam are each focused via an off-axis parabola into a multimode fibre. The inner diameter

of the fibres were 400µm for the data presented in chapter 4 and 105µm for chapter 5 and 6

. The fibres are connected to a grating spectrometer. Thus the inner diameter of the fibres

are equivalent to the entrance slid width of the spectrometer and determine the spectral

resolution. The spectrometer (Chromex 250is) is equipped with a 150 grooves/mm grating and

two complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) detector arrays with 512 pixels each.

The probe and reference beams are horizontally offset, travel over the same optics and are

each collected at the related detector array. The detectors are readout shot-to-shot at 20kHz.

3.2.3 Flow cell and Wire-guided liquid jet

In the scope of this thesis the setup is used to look at sample in transmission to do transient

absorption measurements. When working with samples in solution one has to renew the

sample continuously. Otherwise one could measure an artefact due to the accumulation of

long lived states or damaged sample [8]. Therefore one typically works with flow cells, which

have the drawback that they induce additional dispersion and birefringence. Additionally the

glass can burn at high pump power in the deep-UV.

To avoid these problems, one may either employ an optimised flow cell design with very
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Figure 3.3: Image of the wire-guided liquid jet. The blue arrows indicate the flow direction of
the sample. The damper (left high), the sandwich block with the wires (centre), the catcher
(centre low), the needle (centre) and the gear pump (left low) can be seen.

thin glass windows [110] or by using a wire-guided liquid jet (e.g. [111], [112], [113]), which

inherently does not show these issues. Figure 3.3 shows an image of the wire-guided liquid jet.

There the sample flows down as a liquid curtain between two wires. The pulses don’t have to

travel through glass windows, which solves the problem with burning glass, avoids additional

dispersion and lowers the coherent artefact1 coming from the interaction between the pulses

and the glass.

The wire guided liquid jet setup built for this thesis was mainly inspired by the publication of

Picchiotti et. al [111] but also some concepts were taken from [112] and [113].

The centrepiece of the setup is a sandwich block composed of a front and a back part (for

drawing of the front part see figure A.1 in the attachment). Both parts have a small U-shaped

grove, which fixes a U-shaped wire. The combination of grove and wire also serves as a sealing.

The front part of the sandwich block has a little hole with a nipple where a tubing can be

attached. Through this hole the sample is entering the sandwich block. The sample is exiting

the blocks at the lower end as a liquid curtain between the two wires and is collected in a

catcher. For a flow as smooth as possible, the wires have to be as close to the catcher as

possible while not touching it. The catcher is connected with tubings to a micro annular gear

pump, which pumps the sample into a syringe. It works on the one hand as a damper for

vibrations and on the other hand as a reservoir for the sample. From the reservoir the sample

is pumped into the sandwich blocks again. As this system is a closed loop, except of the region

where the curtain flow is, one can control the volume flow rate and thereby the thickness of

1The term "coherent artefact describes an unwanted feature mostly around time zero whose origin is not the
examined sample but for example the sample cell or the solvent. It’s origin can be two photon absorption or cross
phase modulation induced by the overlap of the pump and the probe pulses [114]. For the duration of the artefact
it is difficult to extract meaningful information out of the measurement data
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the liquid sheet by the pump speed. Higher pump speeds thus lead to thicker liquid sheets.

The thickness of the liquid sheet with the volume flow rate used in this thesis was estimated

to be ∼ 200µm [107]. At the open part of the liquid jet solvent can evaporate. This leads to

concentration changes of the sample under examination and can even lead the flow to run

dry. To compensate this, a syringe pump, which can precisely add a specified amount of liquid

at a very low rate is used. For aqueous solutions the evaporation rate in our setup is 3.6µl/min.

For D2O solutions the evaporation rate was 1.7µl/min. Knowing the evaporation rate of one

solvent under given conditions, one can estimate the evaporation rate of an unknown solvent

by multiplying the known rate with the ratio of the vapor pressures. One has to keep in mind

that only the solvent and not the sample or salts of a buffer evaporate and therefore only

purified solvent has to be added by the syringe pump. Apart from the advantages, the liquid

jet introduces a new source of noise, as the sheet can change in thickness or can get unstable.

3.2.4 Anisotropy

Anisotropy is a simple but powerful tool to investigate dynamics in molecules. In a homoge-

nous sample the transition dipole moments are randomly oriented. By exciting the sample

with polarized light, the chromophores, whose transition dipole moments are oriented paral-

lel to the incident light, are excited with a higher probability. This is called photo-selective

excitation or photoselection. The probability for the excitation scales with cos2θ, where θ is

the angle between the chromophore’s transition dipole moment and the polarization of the

linearly polarized light. The initial anisotropy r0 of a single chromophore is [76]

r0 =
2

5

3cos2(β)−1

2
, (3.4)

where β is the angle between the excited and probed transition dipole moment.Thus the

initial anisotropy is between 0.4 for a parallel transition relative to the excited transition and

-0.2 for a perpendicular transition. Processes that can lead to a change in anisotropy are

rotational diffusion, energy transfer between chromophores, changes in the electronic states

(for example CT character), or the structural rearrangement of a molecule. Therefore, one can

investigate these phenomena with an anisotropy study.

The anisotropy r is calculated from the experimental data by using [115]

r =
∆OD∥−∆OD⊥
∆OD∥+2∆OD⊥

. (3.5)

∆OD∥ and∆OD⊥ are the parallel and the perpendicular polarized change in absorption of

the probe relative to the pump polarization. The signal which is insensitive to polarisation
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effects and only depends on the population dynamics is calculated via

∆ODM A = 1/3(∆OD∥+2∆OD⊥). (3.6)

The same signal can be recorded when measuring under an angle of 54.75◦ between pump

and probe polarizations, which is also called the magic angle. How ∆OD∥ and ∆OD⊥ are

experimentally obtained is explained in the following. The polarisation of the probe is set up

perpendicular to the optical table. A Glan-Laser polarizer is used after the sample in order

to clean the detected polarization and to not affect the time resolution of the setup. The

polarisation of the pump pulse is adjusted by a motorized half-wave plate. The wave plate

needs to be calibrated relative to the probe polarization before each set of measurements.

For this purpose the probe polarizer is placed in between the half-wave plate and a power

meter. By recording the power transmitted through the polarizer and fitting the values to a

cos2-function one can determine the parallel and perpendicular polarization of the pump

relative to the probe polarization.

3.2.5 Spectral calibration

Before each set of measurements a spectral calibration of the detector needs to be performed.

For this purpose probe and reference spectra with and without a calibration liquid in the

beam path are recorded. By subtracting the spectra with the liquid from the blank spectra one

can identify the absorption peaks of the calibration liquid. For the deep-UV spectral region

holmiumoxide shows up to 6 sharp absorption peaks. The wavelength of each of the peaks

are known and by performing a linear fit a mapping between each detector pixel and the

corresponding wavelength is found.

3.2.6 Instrument response function

To determine the temporal resolution of the setup an instrument response function (IRF) is

taken. In aqueous solutions in the deep-UV a strong and instantaneous two photon absorption

in the solvent can be observed [116] (see figure 3.4 a)). The two photon absorption signal in a

water jet was measured and the obtained kinetic traces were fitted with a Gaussian at each

probe wavelength. Such a representative trace together with a Gaussian fit can be seen in

figure 3.4 b). The IRF is typically between 100fs and 300fs (full width half maximum (FWHM))

over the whole spectral range (see figure 3.4 c)). The IRF may vary depending on the pumping

conditions, e.g. pumping with the tripled fundamental, or the doubled NOPA output, or using

different thicknesses for the non-linear crystal. As a measure for the quality of the Gaussian fit

the R2 value of the related fit is shown in figure 3.4 d). In figure 3.4 a) one can also estimate

the chirp of the probe pulse. Wavelengths around 285nm arrive the earliest and wavelengths

around 365nm the lastest with a time difference of approximately 2.5 ps. The chirp stems

from the strong group velocity dispersion in the deep UV. The achromatic doubling scheme in

this setup is optimized for optimal phase matching condition but not for shortest probe pulses
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resulting in a chirped probe pulse. The data get chirp corrected during the data treatment as

can be seen in section 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Instrument response function (IRF) pumped at 288nm. a) shows the spectrally
resolved transient absorption signal for time delays close to the pump-probe overlap. b) shows
an exemplary time trace at a probe wavelength of 300nm. c) shows spectrally resolved the
FWHM of a Gaussian fit to the data in a) and d) shows the respective R2 value as a measure of
the goodness of the fit.

3.3 Fluence dependence

To get a high signal one aims at measuring as many excited molecules as possible. To achieve

that one can adapt either the concentration or the thickness of the sample as well as vary the

pumping conditions. When pumping the sample one has to make sure that the measurement

is done in a linear regime, meaning that the signal strength scales linearly with the pump

power. Furthermore, ionization of the sample or the solvent can happen which changes the

transient absorption signals. Strong pump pulses can for example ionize a water molecule

and lead to a solvated electron whose spectral signature can overlap with the signatures of the

observed sample [30]. To make sure one stays in the linear regime a fluence dependence is

performed. For this the TA spectrum for a fixed pump-probe delay is recorded as a function of

the pump power. As long as the signal strength scales linear with the pump power one is in

the linear regime.

3.4 Data procedures

All data are imported via a Matlab script. Dark spectra, that are recorded before every scan with

no light on the detector, are subtracted from the data. Furthermore an offset, extracted from

the counts on pixels where the probe spectrum is not present, is subtracted from all spectra.

The spectra are divided by their reference spectra and the B-matrix algorithm (see above) can

be applied. A preliminary pump-probe spectrum is calculated and a pronounced TA band is

selected and its amplitude is used in order to perform a parity and outlier correction. Due to

rare sorting issues in the acquisition a flip in parity can appear in the data. By controlling the

parity of all the spectra, these errors can be accounted for, by multiplying those spectra with
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a factor of -1. If the pump-probe signal in one scan and time delay differs substantially, for

example by more than 100%, the outlier correction algorithm will identify this data point as an

outlier and reject the related spectrum. The pump-probe spectrum is calculated via

∆A =
1

ln10

Ip − Iu

Iu
, (3.7)

which is the first order Tailor expansion of equation 3.2. The average signal before time zero

can optionally be subtracted as another background subtraction. To account for the group

velocity dispersion of the probe pulse a chirp correction is performed. At time zero the two

photon absorption cross correlation signal shows a very prominent signal. A representative

set of time-wavelength points on the chirp is chosen and a third order polynomial is fitted to

describe the chirp function. The time vector for each pixel is calculated and the pump-probe

spectra are extrapolated and shifted on a grid. Finally the anisotropy and magic angle data are

calculated according to equations 3.5 and 3.6.

To gain insights from complex time-wavelength-resolved measurements an advanced data

analysis is needed. For this purpose a global fit is applied [117], [118]. In this thesis a global

lifetime analysis is used. For this a mathematical model is used to describe the data. Global

analysis is simultaneously fitting several exponential decays, resulting in a life time τ and a

wavelength dependent exponential pre-factor for each exponential. The wavelength depen-

dent exponential pre-factor is called decay associated spectum (DAS). The experimental data

are recorded with a limited time resolution, so the fitting function is a multi-exponential model

convoluted with the IRF. Two possible fitting functions are used in global life time analysis, one

that assumes a series of exponential decays and one that a assumes a parallel set of exponential

decays. Those mathematical models correspond to a series of coupled states or a collection

of uncoupled individual states. This analysis is used to quantify the data and make different

datasets comparable. To make a statement about reaction mechanism further information are

required. In a target analysis a complex reaction scheme can be fitted to the data, where for

example a branching from one initial species to two independent intermediates could take

place. It should be noted, that global analysis assumes time independent DAS. Spectral shifts

as they are present for example with vibrational cooling can therefore not be accounted for

in global lifetime analysis [117]. Nonetheless one can mathematically account for them with

an additional exponential temporal decay that will result in an additional spectrally shifted

DAS. Those DAS and their associated lifetimes have no photophysical meaning. In this thesis

OPTIMUS, an Matlab based implementation for global analysis by Slavov et al. [119], is used

to analyse the time resolved transient absorption spectra.

Besides global analysis singular value decomposition (SVD) is a tool to analyse the data. SVD

is another mathematical approach to analyse the data and quantify its spectro-temporal

dynamics. Applied to time wavelength dependent data, it decomposes the data as a sum of

prefactors each multiplied with a spectrum and a lifetime [117]. It can be used as an estimation
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how many decay components one data set has. Furthermore it can be used for noise filtering,

as components with a small prefactor likely are noise contributions.

To fit the anisotropy data, each anisotropy band is averaged. All bands are fitted with an

multiexponential model whereas the decay times are global. If for example the anisotropy of

the ESA has three decay components and the one of GSB shows two, two lifetimes of the ESA

are identical with those of the GSB.
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4 Excited state dynamics in adenine
single strands

Photo stabilty of DNA bases is paramount to life. In order to determine the photo-chemical

pathways in DNA oligomers and their crucial role in photo-damage control of the genome,

broadband deep-UV (250-360nm) transient absorption spectroscopy is applied covering the

bleached ground state transitions as well as excited state signatures simultaneously. It was

identified that the excitation of an adenine single strand close to the maximum of its main

absorption peak (266nm) leads to an exciton which spans over two bases. Surprisingly this

exciton cannot be identified in a dimer thus leading to the conclusion that the structural

rigidity of the multimer enables stronger dipolar coupling which is necessary for the exciton

formation. The transiently formed charge transfer (CT) state has a full CT character in the

multimer whereas the CT character is only partial in the dimer. As the atmosphere of the

earth blocks all radiation at the adenine’s main absorption band it is not a good model for

terrestrial photo-protection. Adenine multimers show a tail in the absorption spectrum which

has considerable overlap with the terrestrial solar spectrum. To bridge the gap towards the

biologically more relevant case experiments with excitation at 285nm had been performed.

Thereby a CT state gets directly populated. The experiments provide the first evidence of the

strong inhomogeneous broadening of the CT state, which resembles the CT state of the dimer

after exciting at 266nm. The charge recombination rates are determined by the structure of

the strand and not by the nature of the CT state.

4.1 Introduction

The stability of our genetic code, the DNA, is essential for life. When a DNA molecule absorbs

electromagnetic radiation, the molecule is in an excited state, which is prone to chemical reac-

tions. Such a chemical reaction can lead to a mutation, which may have fatal consequences. In

the past two decades, many studies had been performed to elucidate the photochemical decay

pathway after photoexcitation [35] [6] [120]. Due to the strong absorption of the atmosphere

in the UV-C region, barely any significant radiation around 266nm reaches the earth at sea

level. DNA has its main absorption peak around 260nm but an absorption tail, associated

to collective states in the multimer, absorb until beyond 300nm. Under these circumstances
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it becomes clear that the photostability of DNA under natural conditions is determined by

the photochemistry associated with its UV-A absorption. However not much is known about

this region because the absorption is weak and most studies have so far focussed on the

more easily accessible 260nm band. A literature review on the excited state dynamics can be

found in paragraph 2.2.3 and the following paragraphs. To be able to study the dynamics of

these processes many groups performed pump-probe studies, mainly based on commercially

available mode-locked Titanium Sapphire (Ti:sapphire) lasers. All nucleobases show a strong

absorption peak around 266nm, which is easily accessible by the third harmonic of Ti:sapphire

lasers. Regardless of DNA bases having a strong absorption at 266nm, photochemical events

at that wavelength cannot mimic the photochemistry happening after the absorption of a

solar photon on earth. In addition, DNA absorbs well beyond 300nm having a significant

overlap with the terrestrial solar spectrum [35]. In this chapter, the aim is to identify and con-

firm the nature of the electronic transition responsible for the absorption. Furthermore, the

dynamics following this excitation will be studied and kinetics and reaction intermediates will

be compared to the dynamics induced with 266 nm excitations to identify common behaviour.

This chapter therefore focusses on two aspects. First we consolidate the current picture of the

photochemical dynamics of the ππ? excited states in adenine homopolymers via the unique

bandwidth of the employed deep-UV transient absorption setup. Second, we gain detailed

new insights into the role of solvation in the formation and relaxation of charge-transfer states

that dominate the photochemistry of this model system.

4.2 Experimental details

The sample system investigated in this chapter are mono and multimers of deoxyadenosine

monophosphate (dAMP). It is the deoxy-nucleotide of adenine as already explained in chapter

2.2.1. Samples were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (2’-Deoxyadenosine 5’-monophosphate

(dA1)) and from biomers.net (dimer (dA2) and 20-mer (dA20) ) and used without further

purification. The dimer (dA2) and multimer (dA20) consist of dA1 as building blocks, where

the phosphate group is covalently linked to the deoxyribose at the 3’ carbon of the next dA1,

from which a single strand is formed with a sugar phosphate backbone (see figure 4.1). The

samples were used without any further purification. By measuring the samples in a static

UV-vis spectrometer (UV-3600, Shimadzu) and a static circular dichroism spectrometer (J-810,

Jacso) sample integrity is ensured.

As the solvent environment has a strong impact on the structure and the electronic states in

DNA, the choice of the solvent is important. Here, DNA is investigated under the intention to

study biologically relevant processes. Therefore the solvent conditions should mimic those of

living organisms. Thus physiological phosphate buffered saline is used. It is a solution of ultra

pure water with 0.135 mol/l NaCl, 0.0027 mol/l KCl and 0.01 mol/l Na2HPO4 and gives pH

of 7.4 [122]. In order to inhibit stacking experiments in a methanol-water solution following

the description of Chen et al. [8], with 80vol% of methanol and 20vol% of Milli-Q water were

performed. The samples were prepared to have an optical density of 0.75 OD at the absorption
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Figure 4.1: Schematic showing a dimer (dA2), which consists of two dAMP units who are
covalently linked via phosphate group to the deoxyribose at the 3’ carbon of the next dAMP.
The figure is adapted from [121] .

peak at 260nm in a 300µm thick jet (see chapter 3.2.3) were the measurements took place.

The static absorption was measured in a UV-vis spectrometer (see chapter 3.1.1). The time-

resolved measurements were taken in a deep-UV-transient absorption setup (see chapter 3.2.2).

The pump pulses at 266nm were obtained by third harmonic generation of the fundamental

frequency of the laser. Pump pulses at 285nm were created by narrow-band second harmonic

generation of a fraction of the NOPA output. All measurements presented in this chapter were

performed under both parallel and perpendicular polarization between pump and probe.

In this chapter only the calculated magic angle results will be presented. The instrument

response function (IRF) was below 300fs (FWHM) over the whole spectral range for both pump

wavelengths. For excitations with 266nm the pump was focused to 80µm (FWHM) leading to

a fluence of 4mJ/cm2. For excitations with 285nm the pump was focused to 50µm (FWHM)

resulting in a fluence of 6mJ/cm2.

In order to be less sensitive to beam-pointing fluctuations and to sample a uniformly-pumped

region, the pump beam focus was two times larger than the probe focus.

All data have been corrected for GVD using the data from the neat solvent (cf. figure 4.2).

The data were taken with both parallel and perpendicular polarization between pump and

probe back-to-back for each time delay. 30 000 individual shots were acquired to average one

spectrum. After each spectrum the polarization of the pump pulses was switched with a fast

motorized half wave plate. When both polarizations were acquired, the delay was moved. To

avoid seeing artefacts of long term drifts on the data multiple scans with were averaged. Magic

angle data has been calculated from the parallel∆OD ∥ and perpendicular spectra∆OD ⊥.

To account for probe fluctuations, reference spectra has been recorded, by splitting the probe

spectrum with a fused silica plate before the sample. Each probe spectrum was referenced to

its corresponding reference spectrum (see equation 3.3).
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Figure 4.2: Instrument response function (IRF) pumped at 288nm. a) shows the spectrally
resolved transient absorption signal for time delays close to the pump-probe overlap. b) shows
an exemplary time trace at a probe wavelength of 300nm. c) shows spectrally resolved the
FWHM of a Gaussian fit to the data in a) and d) shows the respective R2 value as a measure of
the goodness of the fit.

Global analysis has been applied to fit the datasets using the OPTIMUS toolbox [119]. A

sequential model has been executed with the minimum number of exponential components

necessary. The exponentials are convoluted with the Gaussian of the IRF to account for the

finite temporal resolution of the measurement. As the focus of this study is on the long term

evolution of the spectral shapes and not on the short term dynamics the spectra had been cut

for short time delays below 400fs.

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are used in this chapter to support the interpretation.

As they were not performed in the framework of this thesis, only a brief description of the key

points of the simulation follows. The simulations were kindly performed by Rahul Sharma.

The molecular structures of dA2 and dA20 were generated from the NAFlex [123] server with the

help of the leap program of AMBERTOOLS [124]. The molecules were solvated in explicit TIP3P

[125] water molecules exceeding the solute by at least 11Å. Na+ and Cl− ions were added to

reach a 150mM salt concentration. the solvated system was equilibrated and thermalized for

500ps. The dynamics were performed using 2fs steps while the coordinates were saved every

1ps. For each sample a MD simulations for 400ns were performed using PARMBSC1 [126]

force field in AMBER 18 [124]. To avoid the contribution of possible meta-stable configurations

only the last 200ns were used for the data analysis. AMBERTOOLS 18 was used to determine

the coupling element |~J| following equation 4.1 (compare equation 2.1):

J (R,β,α1,α2) =
d 2

R3

[
cos(β)−3cos(α1)cos(α2)

]
(4.1)

with d being the transition dipole moment of the base, R the distance between two bases, β

the angle between the dipole moments of the bases, and αi the angle between the respective

dipolemoment ~di and ~R. The values for ~d (2.56 D) were taken from Svozil et al. [127]. In

figure 4.5 the coupling elements from the MD simulation are shown. For the histogram equal
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portions of each dataset were averaged to be able to compare the dimer (dA2) , the end pairs

of the strand (dA20 ends) and the mean of the strand (dA20 mean).

4.3 Results

Figure 4.3: Spectrally-resolved transient absorption signal of adenine homopolymers:
Monomer dA1 a), dimer dA2 b), 20-mer dA20 c) and 20-mer in a methanol solution dA20 (m).
All samples except of dA20 (m) has been measured in a physiological phosphate buffer solution
(see text for details) d). The first 10ps are displayed on a linear scale. Larger time delays are
shown on a logarithmic scale. The samples were excited at 266nm with an IRF of < 300fs
(FWHM). The dynamics on the ps timescale in the multichromophoric systems are associated
with a charge-transfer between neighbouring bases in the molecule. The differences of the
spectral shape in the ESA region can be associated to different charge transfer characters in
the respective molecules.

Figure 4.3 shows the time-wavelength-resolved transient absorption (TA) spectra of the dA1 a),

dA2 b), dA20 c) and dA20(m) d). In all samples one observes a negative TA signal below 275nm,

which is associated with the ground state bleach (GSB) as well as a positive TA signature above
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280nm associated mostly with the excited state absorption (ESA). The position of the GSB

band, as well as the ESA band peak and shape and the dynamics differ amongst the four

samples. The monomer dA1 shows a narrow ESA band with its maximum around 290nm

which decays on the ps timescale. The oligomer samples display a significantly broader ESA

band which decays two orders of magnitude slower. This ESA band is therefore associated with

long-lived exciton states which are exclusive for oligomers. Please note, that the nomenclature

of excited states in multimers might differ in the literature. The definition of an exciton in this

work summarizes all excited states, who’s origin is the coupling of two or more chromophores.

It therefore, includes neutral excitons as well as excitons with a degree of charge transfer (see

section 2.2.3). Among the oligomers one can observe different ESA band widths, different

GSB positions and also different kinetics. First the early transients will be presented together

with the static absorption spectra, which give insights into the excited state formation. A

global analysis of the data together with a molecular dynamics simulation is presented in the

following. This section is concluded with the analysis of pump probe data of an oligomer after

excitation in the low energy tail of the absorption spectrum.

4.3.1 Early transients and static spectra

Figure 4.4: a) Spectrally resolved transient absorption spectra of Adenine homopolymers at a
pump-probe delay of 500fs. b) Static absorption spectra of Adenine samples normalized to
the absorption maximum of each sample.

As mentioned in chapter 2.2.4, an excitation of the deoxyadenosine monophosphate monomer

(dA1) close to the absorption maximum of the singlet 1ππ? band at 266nm in physiological

phosphate buffer solution is followed by an ultrafast internal conversion within 200fs [50] to

the vibrationally hot ground state via conical intersections. In figure 4.4 a) the normalized TA

spectrum of the monomer after 500fs pump-probe delay is shown in black. Around 260nm

the bleached ground state transition (GSB) is visible. For wavelengths above 275nm one

observes an excited state absorption (ESA), whose band may overlap at low wavelengths with

the GSB signal. The ESA is associated with the vibrationally hot ground state (see above).

Furthermore, one can see a ESA tail extending to the near-UV towards 370nm. This signal
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can be associated with the initially excited La ππ
? state [128]. In figure 4.3 a) one can see the

time-wavelength resolved transient absorption data of dA1, where one can see the decay of the

vibrationally hot ground state. Figure 4.4 a) shows in red the TA signal of the deoxyadenosine

monophosphate dimer (dA2). Both spectra show almost identical features, especially in the

GSB region. Additionally to the signals described for the monomer above, the dimer shows an

enhanced ESA signal between 280-340 nm suggesting an extra broad ESA band. The 20-base

adenine-homopolymer (dA20) can be seen in figure 4.4 a) in blue. The TA spectrum shows

clear differences with the monomer and the dimer. The GSB signal is strongly blue shifted

with respect to the monomer and the dimer. The ESA shows much less contribution from a hot

monomeric ground state around 290nm and the ESA is much broader and extends beyond

365nm. As a comparison a measurement with dA20 in a 80:20 methanol-water solution

(dA20 (m)) has been performed, where base stacking is suppressed [8] (figure 4.4 a) blue

dotted). The GSB signal mimics that of the monomer, the ESA contains the hot monomeric

ground state signal and the broader ESA band, seen in dA20 in buffer solution, is missing.

The normalized static absorption spectra shown in figure 4.4 b) contain valuable information

about the formation of the excited state (see section 4.4 for the discussion). The spectra of

the monomer (black) and the dimer (red) are very similar, but slight spectral changes above

270nm, which can be observed in dA20 with stronger expression, are visible. The spectrum

of the 20-mer, shown in blue, differs significantly from the mono- and dimer. The shape of

the main absorption peak around 260nm is, due to the hypochromic effect, blue shifted and

appears in the normalized plot narrower. Additionally there is an absorption wing below

245nm and above 275nm extending to the red (see section 4.3.3 for more details).

Rahul Sharma from the group of John Maddocks (institute of mathematics at EPFL) performed

molecular dynamics simulations for this work (see methods section for more details on the

simulations). Having the data of the simulation one can compute the dipolar coupling between

the bases using equation 2.5. The histogram (figure 4.5) shows the distribution of the dipolar

coupling in the dimer (red), the terminal bases of the 20-mer (pink) and in the 20-mer (blue).

One can see that the bases in the strand have a stronger dipolar coupling compared to the

terminal bases in the strand. The dimer shows slightly lower dipolar coupling than the terminal

bases in the strand.

4.3.2 Global analysis

To study the dynamics and the signature of the charge-transfer (CT) state the time-wavelength

transient absorption spectra are analysed in the following. The experimental data of all four

samples are shown in figure 4.3. As already mentioned above, the monomer dA1 (4.3 a)) shows

a rapid internal conversion of the initially excited state, resulting in the ESA band above 310nm

decaying in the sub-picosecond range. In the few-picosecond timescale the hot ground state

undergoes vibrational cooling, leading to a blue shift of the hot ground state ESA band and a

decay of both the ESA and the GSB band. The dimer dA2 (4.3 b)) shows an additional species

decaying on the 100 picosecond timescale in the GSB as well as in the ESA region. This is
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Figure 4.5: Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of the ground state ensemble of the solvated
dA2 and dA20 molecules. The histogram bins configurations, which lead to the same dipolar
coupling element |~J| and displays the probability for each |~J|-value. For each base pair involved
for each sample 200 000 values contribute to the histogram. The dimer (dA2) is depicted
in red, the end pairs of the strand (dA20 ends) in violet and the mean of the strand in blue
(dA20 mean). The local environment of the bases in the centre of the strand lead to a higher
coupling between the bases. The MD simulations were kindly performed by Rahul Sharma
from the laboratory for computation and visualization in mathematics and mechanics at
EPFL.

the additional ESA spectral component already observed in figure 4.4 a) which spans from

280−340nm and is the non-monomeric ESA spectrum. It is the signature of the CT state

in dA2 (see discussion). dA20 shows a significantly broader ESA signal which decays faster

than the one of dA2. The corresponding band width in the 20-mer in the methanol solution

dA20 (m) is between those of dA2 and dA20.

To quantitatively analyse the data and to extract the charge recombination times a global

analysis has been performed. For this purpose a sequential model has been applied (see 3.4).

The decay associated spectra (DAS) are displayed together with the lifetimes in figure 4.6, the

time-wavelength resolved residuals are displayed in figure 4.7 and the results of the fits shown

in table 4.1. As the residuals are small compared to the TA signal the error of the fit results is

estimated with 10%. For the monomer two exponentials describe the dynamics satisfactorily

with lifetimes of τ(1)
1 = 0.7±0.1ps and τ(1)

2 = 2±0.2ps. The two exponential components account

well for the displayed dynamics, but it has to be noted that a global fit is not an adequate

description for vibrational cooling. As the main focus lies on the CT recombination times,

which are happening orders of magnitude more slowly, this does not display a big issue. For

the dimer and the multimer we get similar results on the few-picosecond range, whereby dA20

is slightly slower. Most importantly, both the dimer and the multimer require two additional

slow decay components to describe the data: One lifetime τ3 on the 100 ps timescale and

another lifetime τ4 which exceeds the maximum pump-probe delay of the experiment ,which
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Figure 4.6: DAS of dA1 a), dA2 b) and dA20 c) using a sequential model. Compare figure 4.3 for
the experimental data. The obtained decay constants are compared in table 4.1.

Figure 4.7: Residual from the global analysis displayed in figure 4.6. The corresponding
experimental data are shown in figure 4.3.

can therefore not be determined quantitatively. τ3 is almost 60% faster in dA20 compared to

dA2 (see table 4.1).

4.3.3 20-mer excited in the low energy tail of the absorption spectrum.

In figure 4.4 we can observe an enhanced absorption in the red wing of the spectrum for the

20-mer. This feature is suppressed in the methanol solution (blue dotted). The extended

absorption tail below 270nm is visible in both 20-mer samples and is only weakly affected

by the disruption of stacking. In figure 4.8a) we see the spectrally resolved time dependent

transient absorption spectrum of dA20 excited at 285nm (dA20 285nm), which we will discuss in

the following.

Compared to dA2 and dA20 both pumped at 266nm (dA2 266nm/ dA20 266nm), dA20 285nm shows

quantitatively and qualitatively a different behaviour. In both the dA2 266nm as well as dA20 266nm,

(see figure 4.3 b),c) for the spectrally-resolved transient absorption data) one observes a spec-

tral shift in the first 2-3 picoseconds. By modelling the decay as a sequential decay in a global

analysis, this shift appears as two prominent DAS components (see figure 4.6). In dA20 285nm

we do not observe this behaviour (see figure 4.8a) for the spectrally-resolved transient absorp-
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Figure 4.8: a) Spectrally-resolved transient absorption signal dA20 after excitation with 285nm.
A global analysis had been performed using a sequential model. The residuals in mOD are
shown in b). c) shows the DAS. The life times are depicted and compared in table 4.1.

Figure 4.9: a) Transients at 500fs. The scaled sum of dA1 and dA20 285nm are compared to
dA2 266nm. b) Comparison of intermediate time SAS of dA20 285nm, dA20 266nm and dA2 266nm

(scaled for comparison).

tion data and 4.8b) for the DAS analysis). Furthermore, the bleach spectrum of dA20 285nm

differs strongly compared to dA20 266nm. Figure 4.9a) shows early transients at 500fs after

excitation, which are scaled for better comparability. After excitation at 285nm the bleach is

red-shifted compared to the excitation at 266nm. Also the bleach signal itself is significantly

lower in amplitude. The excited state absorption (ESA) band differs between the two exci-

tations as well (cf. figure 4.9a)). The shape of the ESA band is an indication for the degree

of charge transfer. In order to understand the excited state properties reflected in the ESA

band, we compare it to the ESA bands associated with the CT state in dA2 and dA20, which

is dynamically formed after 266nm excitation. By looking at the species associated spectra

(SAS) of the intermediate time constant (see figure 4.9b)), one can see that the ESA spectra of

dA20 285nm are very similar to the one of the dimer. The spectrum of the dimer is compared

with the scaled sum of monomer and dA20 285nm at a pump-probe delay of 500fs in figure

4.8a). The spectrum consists of 0.5 times the amplitude of the monomer added to 0.75 times

the amplitude of dA20 285nm. The factors were determined empirically in order to match the
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spectrum as good as possible. Figure 4.8a) shows the striking agreement of the two spectra.

When modelling the dynamics via a sequential decay cascade two lifetimes have been used to

empirically describe the fast decay component. This process involves vibrational cooling of a

vibrationally hot ground state, which includes a spectral shift of the corresponding ESA band.

The lifetimes in the dimer are slightly shorter. As dA20 285nm shows no significant contribution

of a monomer-like channel, the ps-timescale is fitted with only one time constant that has a

value of 4ps (see table 4.1. In dA20, This lifetime is within the limits of accuracy of the analysis

independent of the excitation wavelength and has a value of 180 ps. As all other samples also

dA20 285nm show a signal that does not decay on the timescale of our experiment and has a

similar spectral shape compared to the intermediate lifetime.

Table 4.1: Life times of decay channels in the samples

Sample τ1 [ps] τ2 [ps] τ3 [ps] τ4 [ps]
dA1 266nm 0.7 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.2 - -
dA2 266nm 0.7 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.2 340 ± 34 ∞
dA20 266nm 1.0 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.2 190 ± 19 ∞
dA20 285nm - 4.0 ± 0.4 180 ± 18 ∞

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Excited state formation

The blue shift of the early GSB spectrum of dA20 relative to the monomer and the missing hot

monomeric ESA observations are a signature of an excitonic state in the 20-mer (see figure

4.4a))). Therefore, the initially populated Franck-Condon states in dA20 is mainly composed

from non-monomeric excitonic states. The ESA, whose maximum is expected around 370nm

[91] is therefore associated with the lowest-energy exciton, which is, as suggested by Borrego-

Varillas et al., to be delocalized over two bases [91]. The increased static absorption of the

20-mer in buffer solution below 240nm as well as a blue-shift of the absorption maximum

around 260nm is a signature for a molecular exciton. Hu et al. reported in their theoretical

study, that this experimental signatures is in line with adenine strands being H-aggregates

[129]. Thus the excitation is a molecular exciton. As the ESA of the neutral exciton, visible in

dA20, is missing in the dimer and the GSB corresponds to the one of the monomer in dA2 a

monomeric species gets excited. This observation, gained from time resolved experiments, is

suprising, as we can see a coupling of the two chromophores in the CD spectra (see figure 5.2)

and also a minor blue shift in the absorption (see figure 4.4). Several reasons could explain

this apparent contradiction. There might be a heterogeneity in excitation and a small fraction

of the molecules could be excited as neutral excitons. Furthermore, as Chen et al. showed, the

appearance of a CD signal might not in all cases coincide with the excitation of an exciton and

the observation of an exciton in time-resolved spectra [8]. The transient absorption spectra

indicate the population of mainly a monomeric species.
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One would expect the formation of a 2-base exciton already in a dimer. The absence of

excitonic coupling in dA2 may therefore be explained by the conformational distribution in

the ground state. The dipolar coupling scales inversely with the third power of the distance

of the two bases and the angle (see equation 2.5). The dimer is less rigid compared to the

20-mer therefore conformations with a larger distance and angles deviating from a parallel

arrangement are more likely to be present. The molecular dynamics simulations (for details

of the simulation see section 4.2) shown in figure 4.5, confirm that more frequent nearest

neighbour configurations with a large electronic coupling moment are present in the ground

state configuration in a 20-mer compared to a dimer. The ground state conformation is

therefore responsible for the dominant excitonic interaction in the excited state.

4.4.2 Charge-transfer state relaxation

The broad ESA spectrum which is observed in the 100 ps DAS in the dimer and oligomer

samples is the signature of the CT state. Please note, that the nomenclature of the excited

states might differ from the literature and refer to section 2.2.3 for the definitions used in this

thesis. As in the dimer a monomeric state had been identified as the initial excited state, the

CT state is formed dynamically. The ESA band of dA20 has been identified by Borrego-Varillas

et al. as a fully charge separated adenosine radical ion pair [91]. The observed change in the

ESA spectrum of dA2, namely a narrower ESA band, is therefore preliminary assigned to a

partial charge separation in contrast to dA20. The anisotropy data presented in chapter 5 will

help to confirm this assignment. As the ESA bandwidth of dA20 (m) is between dA2 and dA20

one can assume a CT character between the one of dA2 and dA20. Nevertheless, the different

polarity of the solvent makes a reliable comparison challenging. As both dA2 and dA20 (m)

show no signatures of excitonic coupling but show the signature of the CT state it can be

inferred that excitonic coupling is not necessary for the formation of a charge transfer state

in DNA. As the associated life time is 60% faster in dA20 compared to dA2 (see table 4.1), the

charge recombination is faster in the multimer compared to the dimer. The slower dynamics

on the picosecond timescale in the oligomer compared to the dimer can be attributed to the

different local solvent environment in dA20, as a base in dA20 is due to its neighbouring bases

less exposed to the solvent.

David Skowron describes a transient absorption experiment in his PhD thesis [130] with a

dimer and a multimer as well. In that work the ground state recovery at 250nm is probed. He

extracts strikingly similar lifetimes from his data in contrast to Sue et al. [29]. He reasons, that

in the later study the sample was measured in a cuvette without continuous sample exchange

which leads to a heating of the sample to 40◦C . In a heated sample, the charge recombination

of the dimer speeds up and approaches the one of the multimer with ≈ 180ps. He argues

that in a adenine oligomer the heterogeneous environment could lead to various exciton

states with different degree of charge transfer character. As we will see in the next chapter

of this thesis in the analysis of the anisotropy spectra the ESA band of the multimer only

consists of one excited state species what is in contrast to the above mentioned hypothesis.
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In his thesis he explains the different observables between the dimer and the multimer in

terms of differences in solvation environment. While we cannot exclude this explanation, our

data show that several implications from this reasoning are in contrast to our experimental

observations. Stacked bases exclude water molecules in between the two bases of the stack.

Therefore, in the bases in a strand are differently solvated that in a dimer. This leads to a

less polar environment for a base stack in a multimer compared to a dimer. The polarity will

affect the nature of the CT state as the thermodynamic driving force for charge separation is

changed. Accordingly the energy of the CT state will be lower. As we saw in this chapter with

the ESA spectrum, opposing to the explanation above, the CT character of the dimer is lower

than in the oligomer. In the next chapter this assignment will be supported by anisotropy

spectra which confirm the lower CT character of the dimer.

The difference in solvation is leading, according to Skowron, to a different coupling to vibra-

tional modes of the solvent with the vibratonal modes of the amino groups which would lead

to a less efficent back-electron transfer. As a result the life time of the excited state is longer.

While we cannot exclude this mechanism, we will come to a different conclusion using solvent

dependent measurements in the next chapter.

4.4.3 Direct excitation of charge-transfer state

It has been suggested that exciting at the low energy tail of the absorption spectrum leads to

states which have a lower excitonic but stronger charge transfer character [46] [131]. Calcu-

lations predict the maximum of the charge transfer excitations to be blue shifted compared

to the ππ? transitions. Nonetheless, we can isolate these excitations in the red wing of the

spectrum as these states show stronger inhomogeneous broadening. This implies that we are

investigating a specific sub-ensemble of conformations, which is the lowest energy configu-

ration. The charge transfer band overlaps the whole ππ? band, but due to the low oscillator

strength, the direct charge transfer (CT) excitation is negligible when exciting at the peak of

the ππ? band. To confirm this assignment as well as investigating the nature and the fate

of the excited CT states a transient absorption experiment has been performed, exciting in

this spectral region. When exciting with 266nm the CT state is transiently formed. Here, by

exciting the lowest energy CT state through a ground state transition, it is investigated if the

directly excited and the transiently excited state are identical. The results are compared to

the measurements performed with an excitation at 266nm in the previous section. For the

multimers excited at 266nm two DAS components are necessary to describe the dynamics on

the picosecond timescale. This is due to a monomeric decay pathway, where the electronically

excited state is transferred into a vibrationally excited ground state via a conical intersection

(see subsection before). When exciting at 285nm only one DAS component is necessary for

the picosecond timescale. A decay pathway, which includes a conical intersection to the hot

ground state, seems to be not accessible with that excitation. More importantly no monomeric

transitions can be excited at 285nm. This can be explained by the different nature of the

two excitations. When exciting at 266nm we are predominantly pumping the ππ? transition,
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which has a strong oscillator strength. When pumping at 285nm, we almost exclusively excite

a transition, which leads to a direct charge transfer. The charge transfer excitation has a

low oscillator strength as well as a pronounced inhomogeneous broadening compared to

the ππ? transition. These attributes are reflected in the broad and weak bleach band. The

first DAS component may correspond to an initial relaxation process of the Frank-Condon

state to the lowest energy excited state configuration similar to the initial exciton component

observed by Borrego Varrilas et al. [91]. The SAS of dA2 266nm and dA2 285nm of the intermediate

time constant look alike (see figure 4.9b)). The SAS can be associated in this case with the

CT state. We could see in the previous subsection that the bases in the dimer are weakly

coupled (bleach band looks monomer-like) and that the degree of charge transfer is lower

compared to dA20 266nm. As these experimental observables are very similar, it is concluded

that by exciting the oligomer at 285nm a CT state with a similar degree of charge transfer as in

the dimer is induced. The CT state has a strong solvent interaction thus different molecular

geometries and different solvation have strongly different electronic energies leading to a

big inhomogeneous broadening of the state. By exciting at 285nm we may select the lowest

energy conformation from the distribution of ground state geometries. Therefore it is likely

that the 285nm CT state represents a state that is very well solvated (hence the low energy)

and that this is also the case for most dimer states due to the full solvent exposure. In contrast

to dA20 285nm the dimer shows contributions of the hot ground state on the sub-picosecond

to picosecond timescale. To demonstrate that the dimer spectrum on the short time scales

consists of monomeric excited states and solvent-stabilized CT states equivalent to the lowest

energy CT state in dA20, the dimer spectrum an da scaled sum of the monomer and dA20 285nm

are compared in figure 4.9a) (for details see the results section). The striking agreement of

the two spectra in figure 4.8a), suggests that excitation of the dimer at 266nm results in the

direct excitation of solvent-stabilized CT states. This most likely implies that in most dimer

systems the nucleobases are separated by a thicker solvent layer compared to most adjacent

bases in the 20-mer. This is consistent with the fact that dipolar coupling is significantly less

pronounced in the dimer system (see figure 4.5).

The intermediate lifetime corresponds to the charge transfer state and independent of the

excitation wavelength has a value of 180ps. This lifetime is determined by the recombination

rate of the charge transfer state. It is independent of the degree of charge transfer but depends

on the length of the strand. This is because the dimer shows a similar degree of charge transfer

(compared to dA20 excited at 285nm), but has roughly a two times longer lifetime. This strongly

indicates that the CT recombination rate is increased through the presence of further bases

adjacent to the CT state. It is likely that the underlying process dominates the recombination

rate in dA20, since the rate is independent of the CT character or solvent configuration of the

CT state. This surprising finding will be investigated further in the next chapter. All samples

show a signal that does not decay on the timescale of our experiment. This signal has a very

similar spectral shape compared to the intermediate lifetime. This suggests, that a significant

fraction of the formed CT states does not recombine on an ultrafast timescale.

Figure 4.10 shows the decay pathway after excitation. By exciting at 266nm one populates
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Figure 4.10: Model showing the decay pathways of an excited electronic state. The curves
show cuts along the reaction coordinates of the potential energy surfaces (figure courtesy of
Malte Oppermann).

bright excitons, which decay either directly to the ground state via a conical intersection

or change their character to charge transfer states. By exciting at 285nm one populates

directly charge transfer states. As this charge transfer state is on a different position on the

multidimensional potential energy surface one reaches a different local lowest energy excited

state compared to the excitation at 266nm. This charge transfer state is very similar to the

charge transfer state in the dimer after 266nm excitation.

4.5 Conclusion

It had been found that the excitation of a multimer in a physiological buffer solution leads to a

exciton state which spans two bases. Surprisingly this exciton state is not excited in a dimer.

It seems that the structural rigidity of the multimer is needed that the bases approach each

other and the dipolar coupling therefore enables the formation of an exciton. The transiently

populated charge transfer state shows a full CT character in the case of the multimer, and

shows a lower CT character for the dimer. The charge recombination takes place at an almost

60% faster rate in the case of the multimer compared to to dimer. The nature of the charge

recombination process remains unknown and will be addressed in the following chapter.

Furthermore, it had been found that the excitation of an adenine oligomer in the red part

of the spectrum relative to the prominent ππ? transition leads to the direct excitation of a

charge transfer state. The first experimental proof, that the CT band has a high degree of
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inhomogeneous broadening, had been provided by observing the broad bleach signal of

dA20 285nm, confirming the theoretical calculations. The nature of the CT state resembles

the CT state seen for adenine dimers after excitation at 266nm. The dynamics of charge

recombination is a property of the sample regardless of the excitation energy and the following

degree of charge transfer. The early time spectra of the dimer can be modelled as a weighted

sum of monomer and dA20 285nm spectra.
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5 Structural dynamics and intrastrand
proton charge transfer

For photo-induced molecular dynamics, transient conformational changes on the ultrafast

timescale play a paramount role . With established experimental techniques it remains difficult

to unravel the underlying structural dynamics. Here, the conformational dynamics of adenine

mono, di- and 20-mer in water and heavy water buffer solutions are investigated by using

broadband transient absorption anisotropy in the deep-UV. First the excited state population

dynamics in the heavy water buffer solution are probed and compared to the results in the

water buffer solution. It is found that the deactivation of the CT state takes place via a proton

transfer. The anisotropy in both solvent environments is examined. It is found that, despite

the deuteration of the amino group in the nucleobase, the electronic states and the dipolar

coupling are not substantially changed, thus a CT state indistinguishable from the one in H2O

solution is reached. Nonetheless the charge recombination is slowed down by more than a

factor of two. The fast rotational diffusion is explained by the flexibility of the 20-mer. The

CT character is reached after less than 300fs and no structural rearrangement is involved in

its formation. Also no change in character follows on the few ps timescale. Therefore, the

ground state conformation determines the CT character which is on average stronger in the

20-mer than in the dimer. In the 20-mer an additional time constant is observed, which can

be interpreted as a structural relaxation due to the CT state.

5.1 Introduction

The functionality of biomolecules rely on their local structure. In DNA the structure is deter-

mined by the base sequence, hydrogen bonded base pairs and the stacking of neighbouring

bases in a strand. Those motives not only influence the structure but also the electronic

states of the molecule. Electronically excited states can drive the nuclear degrees of freedom

and induce local conformational changes. As functional structural dynamics are common

in biological systems [9] they had been suggested to play a key role in the photoprotection

mechanism in DNA [35]. To date there is no experimental evidence for excited state induced

conformational changes in DNA. As there is a lack of experimental methods to study confor-

mational changes with the required time resolution, so far mainly population dynamics have
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been studied.

The structural dynamics in single strands as well as the impact of hydrogen bonding will be

discussed in this chapter. In order to study the impact of the solvent the transient absorption

and static spectra in heavy water are presented. Furthermore the anistropy in water and heavy

water solutions are shown and analysed.

5.2 Experimental details

The data presented in this chapter are taken with the same setup under alike conditions (see

section 4.2) as the data presented in the previous chapter and are therefore analysed together

with those data. The pump had a wavelength of 266nm and was focused to 90µm (FWHM)

leading to a fluence of 2.4mJ/cm2. To investigate proton transfer, experiments in a buffer

solution with heavy water (D2O) have been performed. In order to counteract evaporation

and keep the sample concentration in the jet constant the solvent replenishment rate was

adapted according the different vapour pressure of D2O (see section 3.2.3). The monomer,

dimer and multimer solutes are the same as described in section 4.2.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Static spectra and population dynamics of oligomers in a heavy water solu-
tion

Figure 5.1: Static absorption of a) dA1 b) dA2 and c) dA20 in buffer solutions. The buffer is
mixed with water/ heavy water shown in red/blue. The change in solvent has barely any
influence on the absorption spectrum.

Static spectra First the static absorption spectra are presented. In figure 5.1, the static ab-

sorption spectra of the monomer a), the dimer b) and the 20-mer c) are shown in a water/heavy

water phosphate buffer solution in red/blue. All spectra are normalized to their absorption

maximum close to 260nm. The purpose of this figure is to highlight the possible impact on the

spectra of the two solvent environments. To see the impact of the covalently bonded bases and
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therefore the difference between monomer, dimer and 20-mer one can refer to figure 4.4b). As

this was already described in the previous chapter it will not be discussed here anymore.

All three spectra show qualitatively the same behaviour in both solvents. The monomer and

the dimer in heavy water solution show slightly stronger absorption in the low energy tail of

the main absorption peak from 265nm on. They also show stronger absorption in the region

below 240nm. It has to be noted that a background subtraction with the spectrum of the

pure solvent had been performed. Due to thermal drifts of the static spectrometer such a

background subtraction only has a limited precision. The described differences in absolute

absorption in the monomer and the dimer are above the uncertainties one would expect of

such a background subtraction and are therefore significant. In the 20-mer the differences are

limited to a higher absorption of the sample solvated in a H2O buffer solution in the region

below 240nm. The main absorption peak is identical within the measurement accuracy of the

static absorption spectrometer.

Figure 5.2: Normalized static circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of a) dA1 b) dA2 and c) dA20

in buffer solutions. Each spectrum is normalized to the absorption of the sample recorded
at 260nm. The buffer is mixed with water/ heavy water shown in red/blue. The solvent has
barely any influence on the CD spectrum.

In figure 5.2 the static CD spectra of the monomer a), the dimer b) and the 20-mer in wa-

ter/heavy water buffer solution are presented in red/blue. The CD spectrometer records the

circular dichroism as well as a static absorption spectrum. Each CD spectrum is scaled ac-

cording to the absorption at its absorption maximum around 260nm. As there are no dipolar

coupled bases in the monomer the CD signal is purely from the individual bases itself and

therefore much smaller than the signals of the dimer and the multimer. Both dimer spectra

show positive CD peaks around 265nm and 215nm and negative CD peaks around 245nm

and 204nm and are therefore qualitatively very similar but there are small differences. The

high energy peaks around 204nm and 215nm and the peak at 265nm are slightly lower in

amplitude in the H2O solution than in the D2O solution, whereas the peak at 245nm is higher

in amplitude in the H2O solution. Furthermore, all extrema are blue shifted by approximately

one nanometre in the D2O solution. The CD spectra of the 20-mer show a similar structure as
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the ones of the dimer. There are two negative peaks around 200nm and 245nm. The positive

peak with a maximum around 214nm shows a shoulder around 230nm, which is also present

in the dimer. The second positive also shows a substructure. There is one maximum at 275nm

and a second pronounced side peak at 259nm. This side peak is only visible in the spectrum

in D2O solution but not in H2O solution. The high energy peaks ( 200nm, 214nm, 245nm)

are, like in the dimer, blue shifted by one nanometre in D2O solution with respect to the H2O

solution. Furthermore, those high energy peaks are sightly lower in amplitude in H2O solution.

Population dynamics Figure 5.3 shows the spectrally-resolved transient absorption signal

of the monomer dA1 a), the dimer dA2 b) and the 20-mer dA20 c) in D2O buffer solution.

The first 10ps are presented on a linear scale and the later time delays are displayed on a

logarithmic scale. By comparing figure 5.3 with the equivalent measurement in H2O shown in

figure 4.3 one can see the striking similarities in both solvent systems. In both solvents the

multimer samples are displaying dynamics on two different time scales and the dynamics of

the monomer are limited to the few picosecond range. Also the shape of the corresponding

time resolved TA spectra look alike.

A first impression can be gained from the early transient spectra at 500fs, which are free from

any contributions of the coherent artefact (see figure 5.4). Those transients are normalized

to their GSB minimum at this time delay in order to exclude the effect of slightly different

pump powers. It can be seen, that transients in all samples qualitatively are not affected by

the solvent. The spectrum of the dimer and the 20-mer show a higher relative ESA signal in

H2O than in D2O. The higher ESA signal is mainly present in the region from 280−300nm.

For higher wavelengths the ESA signals in both solvent systems approach each other. On

the contrary, the ESA signal of the monomer is higher in H2O solution than in D2O for all

wavelengths. This is probably an artefact of the normalization, which is challenging for this

measurement as the GSB region is not fully accessible. Nonetheless one can conclude that the

signal shape in both solvent systems is similar apart from the 280−300nm region.

Global analysis To analyse the spectro-temporal dynamics of the three samples in D2O a

global analysis analogous to the one presented in chapter 4.3.2 was performed. A sequential

model was applied to the data presented in figure 5.3 (see chapter 3.4 for details). The decay

associated spectra together with the life time of each component are displayed in figure 5.5.

Analogous to the data collected in an H2O solution, two exponential functions with their

corresponding decay associated spectra are sufficient to account for the dynamics present

in the monomer. An additional component which is not decaying on the timescale of the

experiment is added to attribute long lasting signals. In all three samples this life time has only

a minor contribution. For the dimer and the multimer sample four exponentially decaying

functions were necessary to fit the data, one of which is not decaying on the timescale of

the experiment. The resulting decay constants are presented in the inset of each figure and

summarized in table 5.1. By comparing the life times in both solvents, one can see that they
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Figure 5.3: Spectrally-resolved transient absorption signal of adenine homopolymers :
Monomer dA1 a), dimer dA2 b) and 20-mer dA20 c). The first 10ps are displayed on a lin-
ear scale. Larger time delays are shown on a logarithmic scale. The samples were excited at
266nm with an IRF of < 300fs (FWHM).

are slower in D2O solution than in the H2O solution. The first two life times (τ1 and τ2) are

slightly slower in the monomer and up to 1.5 times slower in the multimers. Most interestingly

also the longer life times are slower in the dimer and the 20-mer. In the dimer τ3 is more than

a factor of two (2.15) slower in D2O than H2O. In the 20-mer τ3 is by a factor of 1.7 slower

(kinetic isotope effect (KIE)). The DAS spectra on the other hand are almost not affected by

the different solvent environments. For the dimer and the 20-mer the DAS corresponding to

τ3 and τ4 are almost identical.

In order to show that the fit adequately describes the data, the residuals of the fit are presented

in figure 5.6 in mOD. The residuals are orders of magnitude smaller than the measured data

shown in figure 5.3. Therefore the quality of the fit is very high.
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Figure 5.4: Transient absorption spectra at a time delay of 500fs of a) dA1, b) dA2 and c) dA20

in a H2O/ D2O buffer solution in red/blue.

Figure 5.5: Decay associated spectra (DAS) resulting from a sequential global fit of resulting
from a spectrally-resolved TA measurement of a) dA1 b) dA2 and c) dA20. The corresponding
raw data are shown in figure 5.3. The decay constants to each corresponding DAS are indicated
in the legend of the figure and are summarized in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Life times of the different decay channels of the monomer, the dimer and the 20-mer
in D2O-solution.

Sample τ1 [ps] τ2 [ps] τ3 [ps] τ4 [ps]
dA1 0.7 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.2 - ∞
dA2 1 ± 0.1 3.1 ± 0.3 730 ± 73 ∞
dA20 1.0 ± 0.1 3.8 ± 0.4 327 ± 33 ∞

5.3.2 Anisotropy

Figures 5.7/5.8 show the spectro-temporally resolved anisotropy signal of the monomer a), the

dimer b) and the multimer c) in a H2O/D2O solution. It has to be noted that the measurements

in H2O were performed in two independent experimental runs. The measurement of dA20

in H2O solution in the experimental run where both solvent configurations were measured

did not had sufficient data quality to perform the analysis shown below. All measurements

except for dA20 in H2O solution were performed back to back. All measurements of the two
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Figure 5.6: Residuals of the global fit shown in figure 5.5 of a) dA1 b) dA2 and c) dA20 in mOD.

Figure 5.7: Spectrally-resolved transient anisotropy absorption signal of a) dA1 b) dA2 and c)
dA20 in a water buffer solution.

independent experimental runs were consistent. As explained in section 3.2.4 the anisotropy

of a single electronic transition can reach values between 0.4 and -0.2. For transitions where

excited and the probed transitions are parallel one gets a value of 0.4 and for a perpendicular

orientation the value of -0.2. One can see that for early time delays the anisotropy value in the

GSB region is close to 0.4. In the ESA the initial anisotropy value is smaller. As the anisotropy

is calculated as the difference of parallel and perpendicular pump-probe measurements

(compare equation 3.5) the data quality of the original pump-probe data is of great importance.

When the pump-probe signal decays to zero, the anisotropy signal diverges. This can for

example be seen in figure 5.8a) for long wavelengths and time delays longer than 4ps. The

pump-probe signal is zero in the region where the ESA and the GSB bands overlap. The

anisotropy signal thereby diverges to a negative value coming from a positive pump-probe

signal and diverges to a positive value coming from a negative one. The anisotropy signal

is mostly uniform over each of the whole ESA and the whole GSB band. Only for short time

delays, where vibrational cooling plays a role, does the anisotropy signal have a higher value

in wavelength regions, where vibrational cooling is visible.
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Figure 5.8: Spectrally-resolved transient anisotropy absorption signal of a) dA1 b) dA2 and c)
dA20 in a heavy water buffer solution.

Figure 5.9: Fit of the anisotropy signal of the 20-mer in a water/ heavy water buffer solution
a)/b). The averaged GSB/ESA signal and the corresponding fit are depicted in blue/red. The
wavelength range for averaging the bands had been chosen in order to avoid regions high
noise, singularities or effects of vibrational cooling (see main text for details). The lower part
of the figure shows the residuals of the fit.

Analysis To be able to compare the different data sets the data were quantitatively analysed.

For this purpose the data shown in figure 5.7/5.8 were fitted. As described in the previous

paragraph, the GSB and ESA bands individually have a uniform anisotropy value. Therefore,

the anisotropy value of each band was averaged in order to be able to fit the data. The upper

and lower limits for the averaging were chosen in such a way, that as many data points as

possible are taken into account, but areas which disturb the signal are avoided. Therefore,

wavelengths, where vibrational cooling is present (< 310nm), as well as the areas of very low

pump probe signal have been excluded from the anisotropy signal used for the analysis. For
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Figure 5.10: Fit of the anisotropy signal of the dimer in a water/ heavy water buffer solution
a)/b). The averaged GSB/ESA signal and the corresponding fit are depicted in blue/red. The
wavelength range for averaging the bands had been chosen in order to avoid regions high
noise, singularities or effects of vibrational cooling (see main text for details). The lower part
of the figure shows the residuals of the fit.

late time delays, the pump-probe signal approaches very low signal levels and therefore the

noise of the anisotropy signal increases strongly. The data were therefore cut for long time

delays that the high noise did not distort the fit. The magic angle signal in the dimer decays to

zero more slowly. Therefore more time points could be taken into account and the longest

time constant therefore has a lower error. To be able to judge the reliability of the values gained

by the fits, the range of included values was systematically varied and the effect was evaluated.

The best fits of the dimer and the 20-mer are presented in figures 5.9 and 5.10 in H2O- in a)

and in D2O-solution in b). The lower part of the figure displays the residuals of the fits. The

ESA and GSB time constants were fitted globally, so that both regions have common decay

constants ρ but individual prefactors. The data were fit with a sum of exponentials. This is

assuming that all processes leading to the decay of the anisotropy take place in parallel. It

should also be noted that this assumes that for each process the anisotropy is decaying to zero.

For a state with strong charge transfer one expects the transition dipole being perpendicular

to the plane of the bases, leading to a negative anisotropy value for example. Nonetheless the

assumption that the anisotropy decays to zero with all processes leads to a good description of

the data. The lowest number of exponentials necessary to describe the data was used for the

best fits. Fits with different number of time constants were tried out in order to find the best

fit. In case of the 20-mer three time constants in the GSB region and two time constants in

the ESA region were necessary independent of the solvent. For the dimers two time constants

in the ESA- and one time constant in the GSB region were enough. The time constants are

shown in table 5.2. The long life times are in both, the dimer ρ(2)
2 and the multimer ρ(20)

3 longer

in D2O- than in H2O-solution. Furthermore, the long life time is by approximately a factor
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of five faster in the dimers than in the 20-mers. The intermediate time constant, that only

appears in the multimer, is on the other hand faster in H2O than in D2O. Because of the small

contribution to the overall anisotropy signal, the relative error of this component is higher

than for the other components. The value of the fast component is very sensitive on how the

short time points are cut. In order to exclude the influence of the IRF early points have to

be excluded from the fit. As only very few time points are available to determine that time

constant only few outliers can change the time constant strongly.

Table 5.2: Anisotropy life times of the dimer and the 20-mer in H2O and D2O.

Sample ρ1 [ps] ρ2 [ps] ρ3 [ps]
dA2H2O 1.3 ± 0.2 224 ± 10 -
dA2D2O 2 ± 0.5 234 ± 10 -
dA20H2O 1.3 ± 0.2 31 ± 10 1089 ± 200
dA20D2O 1.0 ± 0.2 21 ± 15 1262 ± 200

5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 Electronic states of oligomers in heavy water solution

The solvation of a molecule can change the energetic position of an electronic level and with it

also the energy of the transition between two levels. As shown above, the absorption spectrum

of the ππ? transition is slightly modified for the monomer and the dimer (compare figure 5.1).

This is due to the exchange of the hydrogen atoms by the deuterium atoms in the amino group

of the adenine [132]. From the point of view of the static absorption, the electronic spectrum

is only very slightly modified.

In line with this the static circular dichroism spectra (compare 5.2) also show only minor

differences. Circular dichroism is sensitive to the dipolar coupling between chromophores.

The purpose of this measurement is to check if the dipolar ground state coupling between

the chromophores differ in the two solvent conditions. The CD spectra of the dimer and

the 20-mer are nearly not dependent on the solvent. The slight blue shift that is seen in the

static absorption spectrum of the dimer is also seen in the static CD spectrum and is therefore

consistent. The shoulder in the CD spectrum of the 20-mer in D2O around 260nm, which

is missing in H2O might hint to a small variation in dipolar coupling. As this change is very

minor and even the absolute CD values are identical in almost all regions one can conclude

that the electronic coupling is not perturbed in D2O compared to H2O.

The transients for short pump probe delays after the influence of the IRF (compare 5.4) indicate

which electronic states are initially populated. As the ultrafast excited state deactivation of the

monomeric ππ? state is faster than our IRF, also contributions from the vibrational cooling of

the hot ground state influence the early transients. From the strong similarity of the spectra

one can conclude that the same excited states get populated. This becomes clear when

comparing the DAS spectra in H2O (see figure 4.6) and D2O (see figure 5.5). The DAS spectra
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are very similar but the time constants differ. The first two time constants mainly attribute for

the vibrational cooling of the hot ground state molecules. In H2O the vibrational cooling is very

efficiently taking place via high frequency modes [29] and the cooling times are therefore short.

In D2O, due to the different mass, the frequencies of the modes are different and the cooling

slower. As the DAS on the 100 ps timescale and long lived DAS have an almost identical shape

in H2O and D2O we can conclude that the lowest energy charge transfer state is independent

of the solvent. That the life time is much longer (compare the results section above) shows

that the charge recombination is slowed down in D2O even if the CT state is identical. This is

especially remarkable in the light of the results when exciting the charge transfer state directly

(see chapter 4) and reaching a different low energy CT state, where the charge recombination

rate was not dependent on the state but on the strand itself. Here, we see that the charge

recombination rate depends on the local solvent environment. There are several possible

reasons why the decay rate of the CT state is slower in D2O. The different solvent environment

can directly influence the rates, as seen for the vibrational cooling rates. The relative change

of the life time is higher for the τ3 than for the first two. As the hydrogen in the amino group is

replaced by a deuterium atom, a motion of the amino group is expected to be slower. Plasser

et. al predict that such a motion is necessary for the CT state to return to the ground state [65].

The deuteration could also alter energy gaps, which could be involved in a decay mechanism.

Conti et al. predict an excited-state proton transfer to be responsible for the decay of the CT

state [133]. A proton is thereby exchanged between the amino groups. The kinetic isotope

effect for the long time constant is stronger for the dimer than for the 20-mer. As the 20-mer is

closer packed than the dimer the distance between the amino groups is shorter. Also due to

better solvation of the dimer more solvent molecules are in the vicinity of the bases as in a

strand the nearest neighbours shield the bases from solvent molecules. The proton transfer is

proportional to the distance and the polarity [134]. Therefore, the bigger KIE for the dimer is

explained by charge recombination by proton transfer.

Even though the simulation done by Conti et al. showed that a proton transfer mechanism

in principle exists, the authors disfavoured that channel [133]. As they calculated a barrier

of 0.9eV for intrastrand proton transfer, it would make it improbable. If the barrier on the

other hand is overestimated by this theory, this channel is a very good candidate for a charge

recombination mechanism on the 100-ps timescale. Another possible explanation for the

slower charge recombination in heavy water solution is given by Skowron in his thesis [130].

He regards proton transfer as an improbable mechanism and assigns the kinetic isotope

effect of the charge recombination to a change in the coupling of vibrational modes due to

deuteration of the amino group, which are responsible for back-electron transfer.

It should be noted that Crespo-Hernandez et. al have investigated an alternating and a non-

alternating adenine-thymine double strand in heavy water [98]. Surprisingly they did only

observe a KIE for this time constant, for the alternating adenine-thymine double strand which

may indicate that proton transfer only occurs in the alternating duplex. Therefore, in the non-

alternating duplex the intras-strand proton transfer might be quenched by the base-pairing.

In the more recent study of Zhang et al. the same group demonstrated, that proton coupled
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electron transfer takes place in a non-alternating adenine-thymine double strand but not in a

alternating one [102].

5.4.2 Structural dynamics

Due to rotational diffusion the anisotropy decays to zero. Therefore the longest observable

time constant is caused by rotational diffusion. As we can see in figure 5.9 and 5.10 in all

samples the anisotropy for both the GSB and the ESA decays to zero. Therefore ρ2
2 and

ρ20
3 in both solvents are rotational diffusion time constants. The rotational diffusion is by

approximately a factor of five faster in the dimer than in the 20-mer. The rotational diffusion

is in its simplest description inversely proportional to the viscosity and to the third power

of the radius of the object. The viscosity of water and heavy water at 298.15K is ηH2O = 0.89

and ηD2O = 1.09 [135]. Therefore the rotational diffusion times in heavy water should be

approximately 20% slower assuming that all other parameters are the same. The results in

table 5.2 follow this trend although especially for the dimer the rotational diffusion is less than

20% slower. Due to a different solvent environment the effective size of the solvated dimer

could change slightly so the simple proportionality with the viscosity would not describe the

scenario fully. It is remarkable that the rotational diffusion constant is only a factor of 5 bigger

in the 20-mer systems compared to the dimer systems. Assuming that the 20-mers are by

a factor of 10 larger than the dimers, one would expect a rotational diffusion time constant

which is by 1000 bigger in the 20-mers than in the dimers. When one assumes the 20-mer

curly unordered object, which could reduce the size to for example three times the size of a

dimer. Due to the third power to the size one would still expect the rotational diffusion time

to be by a factor of 27 bigger than the one in the dimer. Therefore we can conclude that the

20-mer does not act as a stiff rod but more like a flexible string. Therefore locally the rotational

diffusion takes place faster than expected.

The GSB band as well as the ESA band have each one uniform value over the whole band. This

is another indication that the ESA band originates from a single excited state species, which is

the CT exciton [136].

The anisotropy of the ESA band probes the orientation between the photoexcited ground

state configuration, which are selected by the pump pulse and the excited state transition

dipole. In case of the monomer (see figure 5.7a) and 5.8a)) this signal originates from the hot

ground state molecules. The only decay that can be observed is the rotational diffusion. As

the focus of this chapter is not on this aspect this data will not be further discussed. In case

of the dimer and the 20-mer the ESA signal is associated with the CT exciton. For the dimer

the anisotropy value is 0.15 in both solvents and decays mono-exponentially. The 20-mer

has a lower value of 0.12 in H2O and 0.11 in D2O with a bi-exponential decay (see section

5.3.2). As mentioned above all data presented here were measured back to back. For dA20 in

H2O the data of independent measurement runs are shown here as the data quality in the

other measurement runs did not allow for the analysis presented here, especially for longer
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pump-probe delays. Nonetheless, the early anisotropy values can be analysed. The initial

value of the ESA of dA20 in H2O which was measured back to back with the measurement

with dA20 in D2O showed a value of 0.11 as well. The differences of initial anisotropy values

is therefore not an effect of the sample but might be explained by small deviations of the

configuration of the polarisers between the two measurement sets. As described above, the

longest time scale can be attributed to rotational diffusion. Furthermore, two processes can

contribute to the change of orientation of the transition dipole moment of the CT exciton

and thereby change the anisotropy value: a conformational change of nucleobases in a strand

and a change in CT character. In the CT state the charge transfer takes place between two

neighbouring bases. The associated transition dipole moment is therefore perpendicular to

the plane of the nucleobases and a stronger CT character results in a lower anisotropy value.

The ESA anisotropy of the dimer and the 20-mer does not show a change during the first three

picoseconds, which implies that neither a conformational change nor a change in CT character

is taking place on this time scale. Therefore the CT character has to be fully developed in

less than 300fs which is the temporal resolution of the measurement (compare figure 4.2).

This rules out the possibility that the CT state forms within the first 3ps as discussed before

[46],[91]. Therefore it is concluded that the CT state may form via the following two pathways.

A small fraction of CT states is formed directly upon excitation (see section 4.4.3). The majority

of CT states are formed via a rapid sub-ps inter-base electron transfer before any structural

rearrangement is taking place. The CT character is therefore determined by the ground state

conformation prior to photoexcitation. The closer packed 20-mer leads to an on average

stronger CT character compared to the dimer which results in a lower anisotropy value of the

ESA band.

In the GSB region one probes the ensemble average of the bleached 1ππ? ground state transi-

tions, which are parallel to the molecular plane of the nucleobases. One sees a rapid decay in

the first three picoseconds in all three samples. The dimer shows an additional time constant

in the GSB in the 100 ps range and the 20-mer shows an intermediate time constant in the

10 ps range and a longer time constant in the 1000 ps range (see section 5.3.2). The longest

time constants in each sample are the rotational diffusion time constants (for details see

the discussion at the beginning of the section) and are therefore fitted simultaneously in the

ESA and the GSB (for details compare section 5.3.2). The intermediate time constant can be

observed for the 20-mer samples in the ESA and the GSB region as well and are therefore also

fitted globally. The fast first time constant is seen in all three sample systems. It is difficult

to assign it to a physical process. In the dimer the initial photo-excitation is localized on

one base. Therefore this decay could be assigned to a delocalization of the excited state after

CT exciton formation. In the 20-mer ultrafast internal conversion among exciton states had

been observed, which could result in an anisotropy decay. This process is finished in less

than 200fs [91] and can therefore not be the reason the the fast decay seen in the 20-mer.

As this signal is seen in all three sample systems one cannot distinguish between ultrafast

monomeric processes or ultrafast energy transfer processes. The ESA and GSB bands overlap

and vibrational cooling affects the dynamics in the overlap region. As there is access for the
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whole ESA band, this effect can be avoided for the former. In case of GSB the accessible area is

too small to fully avoid vibrational cooling. Most probably the first time constant seen in the

anisotropy of the GSB band is an artefact of vibrational cooling. This artefact still affects later

time points of the GSB band to a certain extent and is one reason why the error estimation of

the intermediate time constant is done very conservatively (see below).

With the rotational diffusion already assigned, the intermediate time constant of the anisotropy

seen in the 20-mer ρ(20)
2 needs a process where the initially excited transition moves from its

position: For this several processes are plausible. A charge hopping along the strand could

take place [137]. A migration of the CT state can only happen in the 20-mer as there are no

further bases in the dimer to which the CT state can migrate. That charge transport through

DNA plays a role has been shown previously [138] [139]. In a stacked strand each base is

rotated by 36◦ pitch angle in respect to the neighbouring bases. To further investigate this

assignment one can analyse how a twist would impact the anisotropy of the ESA and the GSB

band. As mentioned above, anisotropy of the GSB probes the motion of the bleached ground

state transitions which are in plane of the nucleobases. The anisotropy of the ESA on the other

hand has a component perpendicular to this plane. A twist will therefore have a stronger

contribution to the GSB anisotropy signal than to the ESA one. One can see in figure 5.9 that

the intermediate component ρ20
2 is more pronounced in the GSB region than in the ESA region.

Therefore the dominant conformational change is taking place in the plane parallel to the

base, which is could be consistent with a twist due to the migration of the CT state. On the

other hand the CT state is energetically a trap state. A migration of such a state is therefore

not very likely. A second possible option would be a structural relaxation to a minimal energy

conformation. In stacked perylene bisimides (PBI) systems such structural changes have been

observed on a similar timescale [140] [141] [2]. The chromophores approach each other and

the driving force is the charge separation. In a dimer system one would in a simple model

expect the same dynamics to happen. As discussed in the previous chapter the interactions

between the bases are because of the different solvation significantly weaker in the dimer. This

option is therefore the most likely cause of the intermediate time constant. A third possibility

for the intermediate time constant are local fluctuations [142] of a single base as shown by

Jean et al. [143]. A base locally unstacks and the lifetime seen in their experiment is associated

with the rotational diffusion of this single base. As their lifetime also lies in the range of the

lifetime observed here it has to be considered. Such a single base fluctuation one would expect

to see in the dimer where one cannot observe it in this dataset. Therefore this explanation can

be excluded.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the excited state dynamics of the adenine mono, di- and 20-mers in a heavy

water buffer solution were compared to the dynamics in a water buffer solution. The change

in solvent leads to a deuteration of the amino group. The electronic states and the dipolar

coupling are not substantially changed, which leads to a CT state which is indistinguishable to
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the one in H2O. Due to the different solvent modes, the vibrational cooling is slower. Most

interestingly the decay of the CT state is by more than a factor of two slower in D2O. This is

rationalized with intrastrand proton transfer being responsible for the charge recombination.

Furthermore the structural dynamics of the adenine mono, di- and 20-mers in both solvent

systems are investigated with the help of transient anisotropy. From the rotational diffusion

constants it is shown that the 20-mer acts as a flexible string. As the ESA anisotropy is constant

for the whole ESA band it is shown that it consists most likely of one single excited state

species for longer pump probe delays - the charge transfer exciton. As the ESA value does not

significantly change within the first 3ps after the IRF, it can be concluded that the CT character

is fully developed in less than 300fs and no conformational change or change in CT character

is taking place during its formation. Therefore the ground state conformation determines the

CT character, which leads to a stronger CT character in the closely packed 20-mer reflected in

its lower initial anisotropy signal. The 20-mer shows an additional intermediate time constant,

which is interpreted a structural relaxation due to the CT state minimum energy conformation.
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6 Energy and charge transfer between
adenine and 2AP bases in a single
strand
2-aminopurine (2AP) is a fluorescent base analogue of adenine. As the quenching of the

bright state is sensitive to its local environment the fluorescence yield is sensitive to the local

structure of the DNA. 2AP is thus commonly used as a local structural probe which does not

disturb the structure of the strand. By changing the position of the amino-group in respect

to adenine, the electronic structure changes significantly. As its ππ? transition is strongly

red shifted it acts as a energy trap in DNA strands. Effective energy transfer from other DNA

bases to 2AP is shown. In this chapter a 2AP monomer, dimer and two 12-mer strands, with

an alternating sequence of 2AP and adenine monomers and with an alternating sequence of

2AP and adenine dimers were measured in order to investigate the sequence dependence of

energy and charge transfer processes. A static characterisation of four samples is performed

ensuring the coupling of the bases, the energy transfer and quenching processes. Transient

absorption anisotropy is used to temporally resolve the energy transfer to the 2AP bases and

to observe the transient charge transfer states. By pumping the 2AP transition the signature

of the bright 2AP-monomer state as well as 2AP-2AP and 2AP-A charge-transfer states could

be identified. The charge-recombination dynamics are the fastest in the 2P-dimer, followed

by the alternating dimer, the alternating monomer. Pumping the adenine bases reveals an

energy transfer in less than 0.7ps to the 2AP bases and leads to the same species associated

spectra on the 100ps timescale compared to pumping the adenines and the same dynamics

after energy transfer.

6.1 Introduction

2-aminopurine (2AP) is a fluorescent base analogue of adenine. The change of the amino

group from the 6 position in adenine to the 2 position in 2AP barely changes the local structure

of DNA when included into a strand [144]. In contrast to adenine, 2AP is highly fluorescent.

The fluorescence yield of 2AP is sensitive to its local structure: when 2AP stacks with other

bases, especially adenine, the fluorescence of 2AP is quenched [145] [81] [146] [147]. Therefore

it is used as a local structural probe in biologically relevant DNA samples. Regardless of the

minor changes in the structure of 2AP with respect to adenine, its electronic properties strongly
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change. As mentioned above, the fluorescent yield is increased by orders of magnitude. It

reaches 0.68 for the isolated 2AP [75]. The absorption spectrum shows two separate ππ?

transitions. One of them is lower in energy than all other DNA bases [143]. Therefore 2AP can

act as an energy sink. The fluorescence of 2AP stems from a bright electronically excited ππ?

state as the conical interaction to the ground state, present in adenine, is not accessible [59].

Nordlund et al. have shown that energy is effectively transferred from DNA bases to 2AP [145]

[81] [146] [147]. The energy transfer with adenine, with a transfer efficiency of up to 57% is

especially efficient [146]. Regardless of its different electronic structure, the direction of the

transition dipole is barely changed between adenine and 2AP [143]. Base stacking sequences

modulate the efficiency of the energy transfer, as it may take place over the distance of up

to four nearest neighbour bases, acting as spacers between 2AP and a donor base [146]. As

thermally induced stacking dynamics happen on the timescale of the excited state of 2AP,

the multiexponential decay of the fluorescence is governed by the stacking dynamics [148]

[149]. Kelley et al. and Wan et al. have shown that the quenching dynamics of the electronic

excited state depends on the redox potentials of the neighbouring bases [82] [150]. As 2AP is

an energy sink, further energy transfer can be excluded and an electron transfer is the origin

of the quenching [73] [151] [84]. 2AP can thereby either be oxidized or reduced. With adenine

it undergoes oxidative charge transfer. Experiments in D2O excluded the participation of a

proton transfer [150].

Johnson et al. showed that the deep-UV CD is a local probe of 2AP conformations [80]. CD

is sensitive to stacking. A 2AP exciton is identified in a 2AP dimer and the local structure is

of right handedness. It has to be noted that CD is not unambiguous, as different structures

can give the same CD signal. As a local probe CD displays the ensemble average of the local

structures present in the sample.

The toolset developed in the previous chapters is ideal to investigate energy and charge transfer

processes in 2AP containing adenine strands. In order to study time resolved energy transfer

between adenines and 2AP’s, the adenine bases are excited directly. The broadband deep-UV

continuum allows to monitor the bleach band of 2AP, to confirm energy transfer, as well as the

signatures of excited states. A comparison between direct excitation of 2AP and excitation via

energy transfer will show if the same final states are populated with both excitations. To this

end different adenine-2AP model systems were measured. In one set of measurements the

adenines and in another the 2AP bases were selectively excited.

6.2 Experimental details

The sample systems investigated in this chapter are 2AP bases and single strands containing

2AP bases. The monomer 2-aminopurine-riboside-5’-monophosphate (2AP) is the 2AP equiv-

alent of dAMP. A dimer, consisting of two 2AP bases linked via the sugar-phosphate backbone

and two different oligomers were investigated. Each of the two oligomers contains 12 bases

whereof 6 are adenine bases and 6 are 2AP bases. In one sample adenine and 2AP bases are
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Figure 6.1: Scheme showing the samples measured in this chapter. a) shows the monomeric
adenine unit including a sugar and a phosphate (dAMP), which is denoted in the structures
in d) and e) as A. b) shows the monomeric 2AP unit with its sugar and a phosphate. c), d)
and e) are showing the sequence of bases in the single strands linked via a sugar phosphate
backbone. c) is throughout the chapter called 2AP-dimer. d) is called alternating monomer
and e) alternating dimer. a) and b) is modified from [121] and [152].

alternating (A−2AP)6 (hereafter referred as alternating monomer), whereas with the second

sample adenine dimers and 2AP dimers are alternating (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 (hereafter referred

as alternating dimer). The sequence indicated is starting from the 5′ and ending at the 3′ end.

These sequences are chosen with the aim to investigate if the absorption and energy transfer

processes take place in a monomeric or in a dimeric unit in the single strand. Furthermore a

2AP dimer was measured (2AP)2. Samples were purchased from Jena Bioscience (2AP), from

biomers.net (20-mer (dA20)) and Sangon Biotech ((2AP)2, (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and (A−2AP)6)

and used without further purification. For each measurement a new sample was prepared in a

phosphate buffer solution (see section 4.2 for details). As the synthesis of the 2AP-multimers

was very challenging only small amounts of sample could be used for the measurements. As

the sample volume was limited, unlike in the previous chapters, not a wire-guided liquid-jet

could be used, but a flow cell. Each measurement was performed with 1.5 ml of sample in a

0.5mm flow-cell with drilled windows made out of Spectrosil Quartz (Starna scientific). In

order to prevent the flow cell windows from burning, the cell was continuously moved in the

focal plane by two motorized stages. The sample was continuously refreshed with a peristaltic

pump. Before and after the measurement, a static absorption and static CD spectrum was

taken to exclude any damage of the sample. Those measurements are shown in the appendix.

The associated spectra for measurements with 266nm / 326nm excitation can be seen in figure

A.2 / A.3. The samples were prepared to have an absorption of approximately 0.15OD at the

2AP absorption peak around 310nm, which lead in the adenine-2AP-strands to an absorption

of 0.4OD at the absorption maximum around 250nm. To have a stable pump-probe overlap

and uniform excitation in the probed area, the pump was more than two times bigger than the

probe. For the 266nm excitation the pump was focussed to 90µm (FWHM) leading to a fluence

of 3mJ/cm2.For excitations with 326nm the pump was focused to 70µm (FWHM) leading to a

fluence of 7mJ/cm2. As mentioned in section 3.2.2, the pump pulses centred at 266nm were

generated from the third harmonic of the fundamental laser frequency. The pump pulses

centred at 326nm were generated by selectively frequency doubling a narrow window of the

visible super continuum resulting a pump spectrum narrower than 2nm FWHM.
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6.3 Results

First the static characterization of the samples in absorption, circular dichroism (CD) and

static fluorescence is presented. Transient absorption data are shown pumping the adenine

bases and pumping the 2-AP bases, respectively. The section is concluded with the associated

transient anisotropy spectra.

6.3.1 Static characterisation of the samples

Figure 6.2: Normalized static absorption spectra in phosphate buffer solution: a)
dA20,(A−2AP)6 and (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 normalized to the maximum of the ππ? absorption
band of adenine (around 260nm). b) (2AP), (2AP)2, (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 normalized to the
maximum of the absorption peak of 2AP (around 305nm).

To learn about the basic photophysical properties of the samples a static characterisation

is performed. First the static absorption of the samples is presented. Figure 6.2 shows the

normalized static absorption of all the samples discussed in this chapter. In figure 6.2 a) the

samples containing adenine bases are shown (dA20,(A−2AP)6 and (A−A−2AP−2AP)3). The

absorption is normalized to the maximum of the adenine S0 → S1 transition centred around

260nm. In figure 6.2 b) the two samples containing only 2AP bases (the monomer (2AP) and

the dimer (2AP)2) are shown for comparison together with the multimer (A−A−2AP−2AP)3.

Here the absorption is normalization to the absorption peak of the 2AP bases around 305nm.

In figure 6.2 a) one can see the characteristic absorption of dA20 presented in the previous

chapters. The multimers containing 50% adenine bases ((A−2AP)6 and (A−A−2AP−2AP)3)

also show the peak around 260nm. They show two additional absorption peaks characteristic

for 2AP (compare the following paragraph). The adenine absorption peak around 260nm

overlaps with a 2AP absorption centred at 245nm. Most importantly those multimers have an

absorption peak centred around 305nm.

Those two peaks can also be seen in the monomer (2AP) and the dimer (2AP)2) presented

in figure 6.2 b). The monomer and the dimer sample almost resemble each other, except of
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a small shift of the peak around 305nm. The dimer is slightly red-shifted in respect to the

monomer. In the multimers ((A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and (A−2AP)6 (not shown in this plot)) this

red-shift is even more pronounced. The spectrum of the multimers containing adenine as

well as 2AP bases is apart of the slightly shifted bands mostly a superposition of the absorption

bands of both samples.

Figure 6.3: Normalized static CD spectra in phosphate buffer solution: a) dA20,(A−2AP)6 and
(A−A−2AP−2AP)3 scaled to the absorption maximum of theππ? absorption band of adenine
(around 260nm). b) (2AP), (2AP)2, (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 scaled to the absorption maximum of
the absorption peak of 2AP (around 305nm).

Circular dichroism (CD) is sensitive to the dipolar coupling of chromophores. Figure 6.3

shows the CD spectra of the samples described above. In a) the samples containing ade-

nine and in b) the samples only containing 2AP and for comparison the alternating dimer

((A−A−2AP−2AP)3) are shown. The spectra are scaled according to the absorption maxi-

mum around a) 260nm and b) 305nm. In a) all samples show CD couplets around 260nm and

300nm. As the hetero-multimers have an additional absorption peak around 240nm, the CD

peak resulting from this transition may overlap with the one stemming form the adenine ab-

sorption. In both samples the negative CD peak, observed in dA20 below 250nm is red-shifted

and appears at around 260nm. The positive CD peak seen in dA20 from ≈ 260−280nm may

overlap with the negative CD peak stemming from the 2AP absorption peak at 305nm. There

the alternating dimer ((A−A−2AP−2AP)3) therefore has a net CD signal around 280−290nm

of zero. From 300−340nm it shows a positive CD peak. The alternating monomer ((A−2AP)6)

displays a broader positive CD band from 280−330nm. It also shows an approximately two

times stronger negative CD band around 260nm.

In figure 6.3 b) one can see the CD signal of the 2AP monomer. It shows only a minor CD

couplet below 240nm. The dimer (2AP)2 shows a much stronger CD couplet below 240nm but

more importantly shows a broad negative CD peak from 260−320nm. In comparison with

the two other 2AP multimers the CD band of this band has a different shape and sign.

Static fluorescence shows the time averaged emission of a sample after excitation at a defined

wavelength. It therefore contains valuable information the dipole allowed transitions of the
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Figure 6.4: Fluorescence spectrum of (2AP), (2AP)2, (A−A−2AP−2AP)3, (A−2AP)6 and dA20

after a) exciting at the absorption maximum of adenine (260nm) and b) in the absorption
peak of 2AP (326nm) measured in a phosphate buffer solution. Each spectrum is scaled by
dividing by the absorbance of the sample at the excitation wavelength. As the intensity of the
excitation light source is not uniform over the whole spectrum the change in peak heights
between the two pump wavelengths may result from intensity differences.

excited states. Figure 6.4 shows the static fluorescence of (2AP), (2AP)2, (A−A−2AP−2AP)3,

(A−2AP)6 and dA20 after a) exciting at the absorption maximum of adenine (260nm) and b) in

the absorption peak of 2AP (326nm). Each spectrum is scaled by dividing by the absorbance of

the sample at the excitation wavelength. It has to be noted, that the samples had to be strongly

diluted in order to not saturate the fluorescence spectrometer. It was therefore challenging to

get a high quality absorption spectrum of the diluted samples and the scaling factor of the

fluorescence spectra has therefore a uncertainty of less than 10%. The comparisons made

hereafter are therefore significant. After exciting with 260nm one can observe fluorescence

from all samples including the two samples only containing 2AP ((2AP) and (2AP)2). dA20,

which shows a very strong absorption peak at 260nm displays only very little fluorescence

signal. In contrast, the two hetero-multimers show a strong and broad emission ranging from

330−480nm. They show a peak around 370nm with a long tail ranging until 480nm. The

emission of the alternating dimer ((A−A−2AP−2AP)3) is by a factor of 8 weaker compared

to the alternating monomer. The fluorescence of the 2AP monomer is by approximately

a factor of two and the 2AP dimer by approximately a factor of three weaker compared to

the alternating monomer. The lower emission of the 2AP monomer compared to the A-2AP

alternating monomer seems surprising. In the alternating monomer the lowest lying ππ?

transition is pumped whereas in the monomer a higher lying ππ? transition is pumped. The

emission stems from the lowest lying ππ? transition (see discussion).

After exciting with 326nm all samples except of dA20 show a strong emission spectrum. As

dA20 shows no emission after exciting with 326nm that could be distinguished from noise

with our spectrometer, these data are excluded from the figure. The 2AP monomer shows

by far the strongest emission. The spectrum of the dimer ((2AP)2) and the alternating dimer

((A−A−2AP−2AP)3) have almost the same intensity. The emission is more than one order
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of magnitude weaker compared to the 2AP monomer. The alternating monomer ((A−2AP)6)

shows roughly twice as much emission compared to the two dimeric samples. For all samples

one can see a peak around 330nm, which is the scattered excitation.

Figure 6.5: Normalized fluorescence spectrum of (2AP), (2AP)2, (A−A−2AP−2AP)3,
(A−2AP)6 and dA20 after a) exciting at the absorption maximum of adenine (260nm) and
b) in the absorption peak of 2AP (326nm) measured in a phosphate buffer solution.

For a comparison of the peak shapes, figure 6.5 shows the normalized fluorescence of the data

shown in figure 6.4. The emission peak of dA20 (seen in figure 6.5 a) ) has clearly a different

shape than the emission peaks of the 2AP containing samples. No difference in lineshape

is seen between the two excitations. For both excitations, the alternating monomer shows

a slightly less pronounced red emission tail compared to the other three 2AP containing

samples.

6.3.2 Population dynamics after exciting the 2AP bases

Figure 6.6 shows the spectrally-resolved transient absorption signal of all samples containing

2AP bases (a) (2AP) b) (2AP)2), c) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and d) (A−2AP)6)) after excitation at

326nm. The maximum absorption of 2AP is located around 305nm (compare figure 6.2). As

a flow cell was used in these measurements pump scatter on the detector was unavoidable.

The advantage of exciting in the red wing of the absorption spectrum is that the scattering

does not block the maximum of the bleach band and it can still be used for analysis. All four

samples display dynamics extending beyond 1ns. Unlike the adenine monomer (compare

the two previous chapters) 2AP does not fully decay on the sub-ps to ps timescale, as the

electronic structure is fundamentally different [59]. All samples show a bleach band centred

around 310nm (for 2AP around 305nm). For both the monomer and the alternating monomer

((A−2AP)6) this bleach band extends for roughly 20nm and decays on the ns timescale. For

the dimer and the alternating dimer ((A−A−2AP−2AP)3) the band is significantly broader

(around 30nm). The band is within the time-resolution of the measurement present from the

beginning but it keeps growing on the 10-ps timescale and decays on the 100 ps timescale. All

samples show two regions where an ESA signal is visible. The blue-most ESA is located below
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the GSB region. It is starting from 295nm for the monomer and 305nm for the alternating

monomer and decays on the 1ns timescale for the monomer and bi-exponentially on the 10

ps and the 1ns timescale for the alternating monomer. For both, the dimer and the alternating

dimer this ESA band is starting below 300nm, is and is decaying bi-exponentially. The zero-

line between GSB and ESA is shifting on the ps time scale displaying either a spectral shift or

the different temporal evolution of GSB and ESA. All four samples also display a ESA signal

red-shifted from the GSB. As the pump scatter covers the zero-line for almost all of them no

statement about the spectra evolution of the zero-line can be made. In all four cases the ESA

signal is rising on the ps timescale. In the monomer and alternating monomer the decay takes

place on the ns timescale. For the dimeric samples the decay happens bi-exponentially on the

10ps and 100ps timescale.

Figure 6.6: Spectrally-resolved transient absorption signal of a) (2AP) b) (2AP)2), c)
(A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and d) (A−2AP)6) in a phosphate buffer solution. The scattering signal of
the pump can be seen centred at 326nm.

It has to be noted that the bands most probably overlap and the description given above

only displays the evolution of the net signal. This is why a global analysis is necessary. The

DAS resulting from the global analysis using a sequential model can be seen in figure 6.7
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and the SAS in figure 6.8. The resulting lifetimes are shown in table 6.1. For the global

fit the region containing pump scatter (≈ 320−328nm) was excluded. To fit the data only

three components were necessary in contrast to the dataset where the adenines were excited

where four components were needed. As expected, a DAS resembling the early dynamics

of photoexcited adenine cannot be observed for any of the samples containing adenines.

The DAS of the monomer and the alternating monomer and the DAS of the dimer and the

alternating dimer have each strong similarities. The fastest DAS on the few-ps timescale shows

a negative value from 300 (in case of the alternating monomer 305) to 350nm. Below 300nm

both DAS show a positive plateau. For the monomer DAS two is almost purely positive with

slightly below zero at 310nm and having two peaks at 275 and 335nm. DAS three shows two

positive areas from 250−295nm and 315−350nm with peaks at 265 and 335nm and a negative

peak from 295−315nm. For the alternating monomer both DAS show a negative area whereas

the longer lived DAS extends further into the blue (305nm vs 300nm) resulting into a shift

of the band for longer times. The positive peaks resemble the monomer whereby the time

constant is by more than a factor of two faster in the strand.

The dimer and the alternating dimer show a DAS on the few-ps timescale. It has a negative

value above 320nm, a broad positive peak which goes to zero around 260nm for the alternating

dimer and reaches negative values from 250−275nm for the dimer. The lifetimes is almost

identical for with 4.4 and 4.6ps. The second and third DAS show a negative peak from ≈
290−320nm and next to it in the red and the blue each a positive peak. In the alternating

dimer the bleach band of the longest DAS is slightly blue shifted in respect to the second DAS

resulting into a spectral shift of the transient absorption map for long time delays. The second

time constant is 50% faster in the dimer than in the alternating dimer. In order to evaluate

the quality of the fits, the residuals are shown in figure 6.9. As for the previous data there is a

minor structure visible in the residuals which is orders of magnitude lower than the values of

the measured data.

6.3.3 Population dynamics after exciting the adenine bases

Figure 6.10 shows the spectrally-resolved transient absorption signal of a) the alternating dimer

((A−A−2AP−2AP)3), b) the alternating monomer (A−2AP)6 and c) the 20-mer dA20 after

exciting at 266nm in phosphate buffer solution. The first 10ps are presented on a linear scale

and the later time delays are displayed on a logarithmic scale. All samples are excited close to

the absorption maximum of adenine at 266nm. Below 270nm one can see the scattering of

the pump. As the measurement conditions were different to the previous measurements (flow

cell instead of wire-guided liquid jet and lower sample volume) a test run with dA20 was done

(see figure 6.10 c) ) to evaluate the comparability of the measurements. The measurement

agrees well with the data presented in chapter 4. Even with the adenine bases being excited,

the hetero-multimers in figure 6.10 a) and b) do not display the characteristic bleach below

280nm seen in dA20 (for details see DAS analysis below). Both show a ESA signal decaying on

the ps timescale. In (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 this signal is very weak and centred around 290nm
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Figure 6.7: Decay associated spectra (DAS) resulting from a sequential global fit of resulting
from a spectrally-resolved TA measurement of a) (2AP) b) (2AP)2), c) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and
d) (A−2AP)6 in a phosphate buffer solution. The corresponding raw data are shown in figure
6.6. The region containing pump scatter (≈ 320−328nm) was excluded from the global fit.

whereas in (A−2AP)6 it is more notable and centred slightly above 280nm. Both samples

show a bleach signal which is rising on the ps timescale as well as on the 10−100ps timescale.

They show an ESA signal decaying on the 100ps scale as well. The dynamics are in general

faster in (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 than in (A−2AP)6. The bleach band in (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 is

significantly broader.

In order to quantitatively analyse the data, a global analysis of the adenine-2AP samples was

performed. The DAS resulting from the global analysis using a sequential model can be seen

in figure 6.11 and the SAS in figure 6.12. The resulting lifetimes are shown in table 6.1. For

both samples four components, of which one is regarded as infinite on, are necessary to

describe the observed dynamics. The first DAS on the sub-ps timescale looks very similar

to the DAS observed in the adenine monomer and dimer (compare figure 4.6) including

the typical adenine bleach signal. The second DAS decaying on the few-ps timescale has

a peak at 290nm for (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and at ≈ 280nm for (A−2AP)6 showing a long tail

leading to a small negative value for (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and to nearly zero for (A−2AP)6. In

(A−A−2AP−2AP)3, DAS three and four have a similar spectral shape. Both show a positive
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Figure 6.8: Species associated spectra (SAS) resulting from a sequential global fit from
spectrally-resolved TA measurement of a) (2AP) b) (2AP)2), c) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and d)
(A−2AP)6 in a phosphate buffer solution. The corresponding raw data are shown in figure 6.6.
The region containing pump scatter (≈ 320−328nm) was excluded from the global fit.

peak from 320−350nm and a negative area from 295−320nm. The negative area extends

further into the blue for the longer lived DAS resulting into a blue shift of the bleach for longer

times. DAS three shows a noticeably stronger positive peak from 270−295nm than DAS four.

As a result the blue ESA band decays faster than the red ESA band. For (A−2AP)6 DAS three

and four have both positive peaks at 285nm and 335nm. Towards the blue and red edge of

the spectrum the ESA band decreases in amplitude. DAS three has a positive value all over

the spectrum reaching a value of zero around 315nm. DAS four is negative between 300 and

325nm. Therefore, the rise of the bleach in (A−2AP)6 is taking place much slower than in

(A−A−2AP−2AP)3. The lifetime of each DAS is shown in the inset of each figure.

In order to evaluate the quality of the fits, the residuals are shown in figure 6.13. It has to be

noted, that a minor structure is visible in the residuals. However, the absolute value of the

residuals are orders of magnitude lower than the values of the measured data.
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Figure 6.9: Residuals of the global fit shown in figure 6.7 of a) (2AP) b) (2AP)2), c)
(A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and d) (A−2AP)6 in mOD.
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Figure 6.10: Spectrally-resolved transient absorption signal of a) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 b)
(A−2AP)6 and c) dA20 after exciting at 266nm in a phosphate buffer solution. The scattering
signal of the pump can be seen below 270nm.
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Figure 6.11: Decay associated spectra (DAS) resulting from a sequential global fit of resulting
from a spectrally-resolved TA measurement of a) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and b) (A−2AP)6 after
exciting at 266nm in a phosphate buffer solution. The corresponding raw data are shown in
figure 6.10.

Figure 6.12: Species associated spectra (SAS) resulting from a sequential global fit of resulting
from a spectrally-resolved TA measurement of a) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and b) (A−2AP)6 after
exciting at 266nm in a phosphate buffer solution. The corresponding raw data are shown in
figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.13: Residuals of the global fit shown in figure 6.11 of a) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 b)
(A−2AP)6 in mOD.
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Table 6.1: Life times of the different decay channels after excitation of adenine or 2AP bases in
strands containing adenine and 2AP bases.

Sample τ1 [ps] τ2 [ps] τ3 [ps] τ4 [ps]
(A−A−2AP−2AP)3266nm 0.7 ± 0.1 5 ± 0.5 134 ± 13 ∞
(A−2AP)6266nm 0.6 ± 0.1 3 ± 0.3 380 ± 38 ∞
2AP326nm - 2.2 ± 0.2 970 ± 97 ∞
(2AP)2326nm - 4.4 ± 0.4 69 ± 7 ∞
(A−A−2AP−2AP)3326nm - 4.6 ± 0.5 105 ± 10 ∞
(A−2AP)6326nm - 2.7 ± 0.3 390 ± 39 ∞

6.3.4 Anisotropy

Anisotropy after exciting the 2AP bases Figure 6.14 shows the spectrally-resolved transient

anisotropy absorption signal of a) (2AP) b) (2AP)2), c) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and d) (A−2AP)6)

after exciting at 326nm. Strikingly the anisotropy values of the monomer and the alternating

monomer display values well above 0.4 in the GSB region. The anisotropy value is even rising

on the few ps timescale. As already seen for the anisotropy spectra after exciting at 266nm

the bands in all four samples are not uniform within one band. This is due to overlap of more

than one band. All samples show positive anisotropies for all bands. The GSB bands show

clearly higher anisotropy values as the ESA bands. The decay of the signals is the fastest in the

monomer, the second fastest in the dimer and the slowest in the two multimer samples as one

can expect for rotational diffusion.

Selected time traces of characteristic areas are shown in figure 6.15.

Anisotropy after exciting the adenine bases Figure 6.16 shows the spectrally-resolved tran-

sient anisotropy absorption signal of a) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 b) (A−2AP)6) and c) dA20 after

exciting at 266nm. The measurement of dA20 shows the comparability and the feasibility of

the experiment under the given experimental conditions. For all samples the scattering covers

the region below 270nm. Also the anisotropy below 290nm shows a characteristic positive

signature which may be associated with the vibrational cooling of a hot adenine ground state

base. The alternating dimer ((A−A−2AP−2AP)3) in a) shows a positive anisotropy signal

for the ESA as well as for the GSB region. The anisotropy value for the bleach is higher than

for the ESA. The alternating monomer ((A−2AP)6) shows a negative anisotropy signal for

both ESA regions and a positive signal for the bleach. One can see that both bands do not

have a constant value over the band. This is a strong indication for overlapping bands. The

strongly different anisotropy values of the both samples indicate transition dipoles which vary

in direction relative to the original orientation. Selected time traces of characteristic areas are

shown in figure 6.17. As the anisotropy is not constant over a band, as seen in the previous

chapter, averaging over a larger area is not meaningful. Nonetheless, to increase the signal to

noise ratio the value was averaged over limited area indicated in the inset of the figure.
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Figure 6.14: Spectrally-resolved transient anisotropy absorption signal of a) (2AP) b) (2AP)2), c)
(A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and d) (A−2AP)6) after exciting at 326nm in a phosphate buffer solution.
The scattering signal of the pump can be seen centred at 326nm.
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Figure 6.15: Selected anisotropy time traces of a) (2AP), b) (2AP)2), c) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and
d) (A−2AP)6) after exciting at 326nm in a phosphate buffer solution shown on a logarithmic
timescale.
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Figure 6.16: Spectrally-resolved transient anisotropy absorption signal of a)
(A−A−2AP−2AP)3, b) (A−2AP)6) and c) dA20 after exciting at 266nm in a phosphate
buffer solution. The scattering signal of the pump can be seen below 270nm.
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Figure 6.17: Selected anisotropy time traces of a) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and b) (A−2AP)6) after
exciting at 266nm in a phosphate buffer solution shown on a logarithmic timescale.
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6.4 Discussion

The static absorption, shown in figure 6.2, shows the electronic transitions from the ground

state. In the hetero-multimers, both adenine and the 2-AP transitions (one at 245 and one at

305nm) can be observed. The comparison of 2AP mono- and dimer shows a slight red-shift

of the dimer of the main 2AP absorption band. In the hetero-multimers this shift is even

more visible. This may be due to stacking with neighbouring bases. This red-shift could be an

indicator of excitonic interactions.

The purpose of the CD measurements is to evaluate whether that dipolar coupling is present

in the multimers. Furthermore, qualitative implications on the strength of the coupling

can be made. A quantitative interpretation of the CD spectrum would need support from

computational simulations, which are beyond the scope of this thesis. The monomer shows

negligible CD signal as there is no coulombic coupling. The dimer spectra resembles the

observations done by Johnson et al. (see introduction) showing that both dimer systems

exhibit a similar dipolar coupling [80]. The two multimer samples display a more complex

CD spectrum. Three ππ? transitions (one from adenine and two from 2AP) contribute to the

spectrum and the CD bands are probably overlapping. Furthermore CD displays an ensemble

average of the local structures present in the sample. The alternating dimer shows a broader

absorption peak in the 2AP region and thereby affects the CD couplet. Nonetheless one can

conclude that in all three non-monomer samples a coupling of the 2AP transitions is present,

as the CD spectrum shows couplets around 300nm.

Fluorescence measurements were done in order to asses the energy transfer between adenines

to 2AP chromophores. From the emission conclusions can be drawn about the bright excited

state and the signal strength contains information about quenching channels. As adenine

bases show rapid non-radiative relaxation from the excited state, the contribution to the overall

fluorescence signal is orders of magnitude less and negligible. Therefore, the fluorescence

here is almost entirely caused by excited 2AP bases. The spectral shape of the 2AP fluorescence

shows barely any dependence on the sample (see normalized fluorescence spectrum in figure

6.5). Therefore, the bright excited state is very similar in all 2AP containing samples regardless

of the excitation wavelength. At 260nm the absorption of 2AP chromophores have a minimum.

As the spectra shown here are scaled according to the absorption (see figure 6.4), the two pure

2AP samples seem to have a strong fluorescence after excitation at 260nm. The excitation

stems from the higher-lying ππ? and an energy transfer takes place within the chromophore.

The emission stems from the lower ππ? state following Kasha’s rule. There might be a non-

radiative decay path accessible from this higher lying excited state which is not accessible for

the lowest ππ? state. Therefore the normalized fluorescence spectrum is less intense for the

2AP monomer compared to the alternating monomer.

The absolute absorption of 2AP at 260nm is less than 10% compared to the absorption of

adenine at that wavelength. Directly excited 2AP bases will have a minor contribution to the

overall signal and are therefore not further discussed in detail for the time resolved measure-
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ments. The alternating monomer shows a 8 times higher fluorescence signal compared to

the alternating dimer after excitation of the adenine bases (at 260nm). This can be due to

two effects: Neighbouring bases has been shown to have a higher energy transfer efficiency

[146]. Even as the sum of adenine and 2AP bases is the same in the two strands, each 2AP

base has two adenine nearest neighbours in the alternating monomer but only one in the

alternating dimer. Therefore a lower energy transfer efficiency can be expected. On the other

hand excited state quenching, which is present in these strands, affects the total fluorescence

yield. Inspecting the fluorescence signal after exciting the 2AP bases (326 nm) still shows a ∼
two times higher fluorescence signal for the alternating dimer. This shows that both effects

play a role. The fluorescence intensity for 326nm excitation is a direct probe of quenching and

therefore stacking of 2AP. The fluorescence may therefore be a much clearer probe of A-2AP

interactions. After exciting the 2AP bases directly all polymer samples show a quenching which

results to a 10-20 fold reduction in fluorescence yield. Especially the two dimeric samples

show a strong quenching. Therefore, 2AP is more efficiently quenched by another 2AP, rather

than an adenine base.

In a single strand not all bases are stacked. Therefore a different propensity for bases stacking

in the different model strands can affect the energy transfer efficiency. Unstacked bases for

example might not show efficient energy transfer and might not lead to charge transfer states.

This might be a reason for the 57% energy transfer efficiency between nearest neighbours in

an adenine-2AP strand observed by Nordlund et al. and the lower efficiency of bases which

are separated by other bases in the strand [147]. Note that the observation of a CD signal (see

figure 6.3) is an indication for some degree of coupling but does not mean that all bases are

coupled. Therefore another possible explanation for the differences in fluorescence yield is a

different propensity for stacking in the different systems.

When pumping the 2AP transition directly no energy transfer process is expected, thus three

decaying components are enough to describe the time resolved dynamics shown in section

6.3.2. In all four samples the bleach signal of the 2AP base is consequently there from the very

beginning and no bleach signal from adenine bases can be observed. A spectral evolution of

the resulting bleach signals towards the blue is observable in all four samples. This is most

probably due to shifts in the overlapping ESA band. The bleach band in the monomeric

samples are significantly narrower than the ones of the dimeric samples. Also here overlaps of

the ESA bands are a likely cause.

The second species shows a stronger bleach for the dimeric samples leading to a rise of the

bleach in these samples on the 10 ps timescale. Nonetheless, both strands show a subtle red

shift of the bleach band, leading to a red-shift on the long timescale. The low energy ESA of

the second species is much higher in all four samples than for the previous species (SAS 1).

Therefore also the low energy ESA shows a rise on this timescale. The last species (SAS 3) in all

four cases spectrally mimics the the previous species (SAS 2).

In the 2AP-monomer only bright ππ? states can be expected [59]. Therefore, the SAS represent
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a sum of the bleach band and the signature of the ππ? excited state ESA. The first SAS for

all the other samples looks similar, so on the sub-ps timescale also a ππ? populated. For

the monomer only a shift of the bleach band can be observed. All the other samples show a

clear change in the ESA bands, resulting in a rise in the red part of the spectrum. This part

is especially pronounced for the 2-AP dimer and the alternating dimer. Thus it is concluded

that the red part of the ESA band is a signature of a 2AP-2AP charge-transfer state. For the

alternating monomer also a smaller change is visible in this band. This is attributed to the

2AP-A charge-transfer state. Strikingly the charge recombination is fastest in the dimer and

second fastest in the alternating dimer. Also the fluorescence is the weakest for the two dimeric

systems. Therefore, the coupling of two 2AP bases seems to lead to efficient quenching of the

bright state and fast charge recombination.

When pumping the adenine transition at 266nm one can expect an energy transfer to take

place. The dA20 TA data were recorded to ensure that the different experimental conditions,

relative to the measurements presented in the two previous chapters, lead to the same results

and the experiment can be reliably performed under that conditions. Therefore, this dataset

will not be further discussed here. In both 2AP-containing strands the first time constant

resembles that of adenine. This shows that initially adenine bases are excited. As the bleach is

not fully accessible because of pump scattering a distinction between monomeric or excitonic

excitation of adenine cannot be made. An energy transfer takes place and 2AP excited states

are populated. The lifetime of the adenine-like species can be taken as an upper limit for

the energy-transfer time, which is 0.7±0.1ps in the alternating dimer and 0.6±0.1ps in the

alternating monomer (see τ1 in table 6.1). There is no significant difference between the two

samples. If a Dexter or Förster mechanism is responsible for the energy transfer cannot be

concluded from the data (see chapter 2.1.3). As discussed by Nordlund et al. it would require a

sophisticated simulation to determine which mechanism is present [147].

Those second species show two ESA peaks around 290 and 340nm with no absorption around

310nm, where the bleach band of the 2AP bases would be situated (see second SAS in figure

6.12). Sequentially a second excited state gets populated. Its low energy ESA spectrum is

slightly red shifted towards the SAS of the previous one. Both samples shows a GSB signature

in the SAS, associated with the bleach of the 2AP bases. The width of the bleach varies between

the alternating monomer and the dimer. This might be due to a spectral overlap of GSB

and ESA of this species, which covers the GSB. The bleach of the alternating monomer is

significantly narrower. The lifetime of this species is more than two times shorter in the

alternating dimer than in the alternating monomer. In the light of the previous chapters one

can assume that the long living states are charge transfer states. This is in line with previous

findings saying that charge transfer states quench excited states in 2AP containing oligomers

[82] [150]. This charge transfer state is expected to be oxidative with adenine [150] and there

is a 2AP-adenine charge transfer pair. The nearest neighbour of each of this charge transfer

bases might affect the electronic configuration of these states and therefore the ESA spectra.

The charge recombination, analogous to when pumping the 2APs’, takes place on a timescale

exceeding our experiment. The associated SAS (SAS number 4) are not significantly different
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from the previous ones (SAS number 3). Therefore, on both timescales a similar state is present.

The characteristic bleach band of adenine cannot be seen expect on the sub-ps timescale.

Thus it can be concluded that no long living adenine states are present.

A comparison of the intermediate SAS under both pumping conditions can clarify if different

states are populated on this timescale depending on pathways that lead to these states. For

the strands, which could be excited at both pump wavelengths, the two long term SAS look

strikingly similar. (Note that due to pump scattering in the 266nm region the data set with

excitation of the adenine bases, is cut in the blue.) Therefore, one can assume that the same

species are present in both experiments on the longer timescales. Also the decay dynamics are

(within the precision of the fitting method) undistinguishable (see table 6.1 for lifetimes). The

dynamics in the monomer are the slowest. No quenching of the electronically excited state

is expected. In the alternating monomer, where already a considerable effect of quenching

can be seen in the static fluorescence (see figure 6.4 b) the dynamics are faster than in the

monomer, but slower than in the two dimeric samples. For those two samples quenching

is expected, from the fluorescence data, to be similarly pronounced. Still the dimer shows a

∼ 30% faster recombination than the alternating dimer. One can speculate, that for the pure

2AP dimer, where no driving redox-potential between the two bases of the dimer is present,

the charge separation is less pronounced and a recombination is therefore quicker.

A thorough analysis of the anisotropy traces would require a careful deconvolution of the

overlapping spectral components that contribute to the overall anisotropy signal, which is is

still in process and no quantitative statements can be done. Therefore, the analysis is limited

to a phenomenological description. The anisotropy is sensitive to the transition dipole of the

originally excited transition and the transition dipole of the state present at the arrival time

of the probe. For the experiment, where adenines get excited and mostly 2APs are probed,

the excited and the probed chromophores are not identical. Nonetheless, as Jean et al. [143]

showed the direction of the transition dipole for the ππ? transition is mostly identical in

adenine and 2AP. As the magic angle signal has a non-zero value over the whole temporal

measurement window one does not observe diverging anisotropy signals for late time delays.

After pumping the 2AP bases several overlapping bands contribute to the ESA signal. Unlike

with fluorescence anisotropy, with TA anisotropy one component can have a negative and

another a positive value. Therefore, the anisotropy value can lie outside of the usually expected

area for a single transition between 0.4 and -0.2. In both monomeric samples an ESA band is

strongly overlapping with a GSB band around 310nm. This leads to anisotropy values as high

as 1.2.

When pumping the adenines, both ESA bands in both hetero-multimer start with a small

positive anisotropy values, which evolves continuously towards a negative value. In the

alternating dimer, the bleach band is after the singularity (zero crossing of the magic angle

signal) at ∼ 3ps mostly constant. Surprisingly one does not see a decay due to rotational

diffusion. The effect of rotational diffusion could either be covered by an overlapping band
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with different dynamics or less likely, the local structure in this strand is less flexible than in

the adenine strands discussed in chapter 5 and rotational diffusion takes place on a longer

timescale. In the alternating monomer the anisotropy at the centre of the GSB band displays a

value of 0.25 after the initial singularity at 5ps. It decays mono-exponentially to zero within 1ns.

Therefore a higher flexibility is expected in this sample. The anisotropy of the ESA band shows

a lower value for this sample hinting to a strong out of plane component of the associated

state, which is an indication for a stronger CT character compared to the alternating dimer. As

mentioned above, the anisotropy is defined relative to the originally excited transition. Even

with the monomeric transition dipole moments of adenine and 2AP having a similar direction,

there is a twist angle between neighbouring bases in a stack. Thus, the strikingly different

anisotropy values for the hetero-multimers with different pumping conditions is a strong

indication for an energy transfer taking place when pumping the adenines.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the energy and charge transfer in different single strand systems containing

adenine and 2AP bases were investigated. A static absorption, CD and fluorescence analysis

was performed. Two distinct absorption bands of adenine and 2AP bases are present in the

hetero-multimers. In all non-monomeric samples CD revealed a dipolar coupling of the bases.

Furthermore, fluorescence spectra revealed an energy transfer between the two bases and a

quenching of the bright state in all non-monomeric samples, whereas the quenching in the

dimeric systems was most efficient. By pumping the 2AP transition the signature of the bright

2AP-monomer state as well as 2AP-2AP and 2AP-A charge-transfer states could be identified.

When pumping the adenine bases, time resolved TA spectra showed an initial bleach of the

adenine bases. Sequentially the energy is transferred in less than 0.7ps to the 2AP bases, the

adenine bleach disappears and the 2AP bleach rises. To describe the energy transfer another

time constant is needed. The energy transfer is supported by a striking difference in anisotropy

depending on the excited base. The SAS and the dynamics are apart from the energy transfer

dynamics the same, independent which base is excited initially. The charge-recombination

dynamics are the fastest in the 2P-dimer, followed by the alternating dimer, the alternating

monomer.
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In this thesis, the electronic and structural dynamics of adenine single strands have been

studied. By comparing different samples, solvents, and excitation conditions, combined with

static analysis, several key factors governing the excited state dynamics have been identified.

Transient absorption anisotropy spectroscopy is used in combination with static absorption,

static circular dichroism, and static fluorescence to gain insights into the samples’ electronic

structure and its dynamics. In DNA, the dynamics and structure are governed by two main

interactions. Intrastrand stacking and interstrand base pairing. In this thesis, different stacked

systems have been investigated. As adenosine shows the highest stacking probabilities among

the natural nucleobases, the monomer, dimer and 20-mer of deoxyadenosine monophosphate

have been investigated. It is found that in physiological buffer solution, an exciton state

spanning over two bases is excited. As this exciton cannot be identified in the dimer, it can

be concluded that the structural rigidity in the 20-mer enables more closely packed bases,

and thereby stronger dipolar coupling which is needed for the exciton to form. Transiently

populated charge transfer states display a complete charge separation in the 20-mer, whereas

the dimer only shows partial CT character. By exciting the 20-mer in the oligomer-exclusive red

absorption tail overlapping with the terrestrial solar spectrum, a CT state is directly populated

and strong inhomogeneous broadening of the CT band is experimentally observed. This

CT state does not show a full CT character, and is similar to a CT state in an isolated dimer.

Nonetheless, charge recombination takes place at the same rate as for the full CT state in the

20-mer.

The charge recombination rate is by roughly a factor two slower in the dimer compared to the

20-mer. Changing the solvent from a water based buffer solution to a heavy water based buffer

solution deuterates the amino group in the nucleobase. This slows down the recombination

rate of both dimer and 20-mer. Strikingly, the effect is stronger for the dimer. Therefore, the

charge recombination process takes place via a proton transfer between the amino groups. As

the distance in the dimer is greater this process is slower. Anisotropy measurements reveal

the structural flexibility of the strand. As the anisotropy is constant over the whole ESA band,

it reveals that the CT state is one single species and not an average of several species with
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different spectral shapes and anisotropies. The CT state is fully formed after 300fs and the

CT character does not continuously develop over several ps. Consequently, the ground state

conformation at the moment of excitation determines the CT state character. However, on

the 10-ps timescale, a structural relaxation towards the CT state minimum configuration is

identified.

In strands with adenosine and 2-aminopurine (2AP) energy and charge transfer processes have

been studied. 2AP acts as an energy sink. With a static characterisation energy transfer from

adenosine to 2AP and quenching of the bright state had been confirmed in all investigated

strands. With direct excitation of the 2AP base the signature of the 2AP-monomer bright state

as well as 2AP-2AP and 2AP-A charge-transfer states could be identified. By selectively exciting

adenosine, the energy transfer can be time resolved as the initial adenosine bleach disappears

in less than 0.7ps and the 2AP bleach rises. The energy transfer is supported by a striking

difference in anisotropy depending on the excited base. The SAS and the dynamics are apart

from the energy transfer dynamics the same, independent which base is excited initially. The

charge-recombination dynamics are the fastest in the 2P-dimer, followed by the alternating

dimer, the alternating monomer.

With the presented techniques and careful analysis of the accessible observables, important

scientific questions can be answered but many questions still remain. To confirm the pre-

sented result, that charge recombination takes place via proton transfer of the amino-group, a

control experiment would be valuable. Hypoxanthine varies to adenine only by the missing

amino-group. With such a cross-check the hypothesis could be confirmed. Similarly, the

assignment of the intermediate timescale in the anisotropy experiments as a structural relax-

ation of the CT state would benefit from additional experiments. A variation of the viscosity

while keeping the polarity constant or by playing with the polarity while keeping the viscosity

constant could help distinguishing simple fluctuations from structural relaxation. Varying the

salt concentration or changing the pH of the solvent would be easy and possible realisations.

Studying modified bases, especially biologically relevant methylated DNA bases, could be

another interesting follow-up experiment, which answer whether epigenetics modulate the

photoprotection mechanisms in DNA.

To further investigate the energy transfer process in 2AP systems 2D-UV spectroscopy is

an ideal tool [11]. As an ideal pair TA and time resolved fluorescence give the full picture

of electronic dynamics [153]. Especially quenching processes can thus be conveniently be

studied and dynamical informations gained from both techniques can be combined to better

understand the underlying photophysics.

The author of this thesis assisted in the realization of a time resolved circular dichroism setup

in the deep-UV [107]. CD is a powerful tool to investigate biological structures. Using time

resolved CD as a probe opens the possibility to study dynamics relevant for the functioning of

biological samples. Investigating dynamics whose natural cause is not an electronic excitation

but a thermal one calls for a different form of temporal trigger [154]. For this, temperature jump
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experiments are used. By exciting solvent modes locally, the temperature can be increased

on an ultrafast timescale. Combined with time resolved CD this could allow to study time

resolved melting of DNA double strands for instance.

This thesis was focused on studying intrastrand processes governed by base stacking. Investi-

gating interstrand processes governed by base pairing could be a promising route. Although

there already exists an extended body of work on this topic, the presented observables would

add valuable insights.
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A.1 Drawing of the wire-guided liquid-jet
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A.2 UV-vis spectra before and after the 2AP time resolved experi-

ments

Figure A.2: UV-vis spectra of a) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3, b) (A−2AP)6) and c) (dA)20 before and
after measurements excited at 266nm (see figures 6.10 and 6.16). Due to the low sample
volumes a small fraction of the molecules are damaged during the experiment.
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Figure A.3: UV-vis spectra of a) (2AP), b) (2AP)2), c) (A−A−2AP−2AP)3 and d) (A−2AP)6)
before and after measurements excited at 326nm (see figures 6.6 and 6.14). Due to the low
sample volumes a small fraction of the molecules are damaged during the experiment.
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